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JURISDICTION
Section

3 of Article

VIII

of the Utah

Constitution,

Section 78-2-2(3) of Utah Code Ann. , Rule 54(b) and Rule 3(a)
of the Rules of the Utah Supreme Court confer jurisdiction on
this Court to hear this appeal
NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS
This

appeal

is

from

an Order

of the Third

Judicial

District Court in and for Salt Lake County, State of Utah, the
Honorable Timothy R. Hanson presiding, granting partial summary
judgment

("Order") for attorney's fees incurred by Fidelity

National Title Insurance Company ("Fidelity") in defending the
title of its insured, Alta Ridge Associates ("Alta Ridge") as a
result of a breach of deed warranties under a Special Warranty
Deed by which FMA Leasing Company

("FMA") conveyed title to

property known as the Alta Via property

("the property") to

Alta Ridge.
PERTINENT STATUTES
The Utah Code provides a statutory scheme relating to the
forms of deeds.

No specific provision is made for the form of

a special warranty deed.

Section 57-1-12, Utah Code Ann. ,

relating to a warranty deed is as follows:
Form of Warranty Deed - Effect. Such deed
when executed as required by law shall have
the effect of a conveyance in fee simple to
the grantee, his heirs and assigns, of the
premises therein named, together with the
appurtenances, rights and privileges
thereunto belonging, with covenants from
the grantor, his heirs and personal
1

representatives, that he is lawfully
seized of the premises; that he has good
right to convey the same; that he guaranties the grantee, his heirs and assigns in
the quiet possession thereof; that the
premises are free from all encumbrances;
and the grantor, his heirs and personal
representatives will forever warrant and
defend the title thereof in the grantee,
his heirs and assigns against all lawful
claims whatsoever. Any exceptions to such
covenants may be briefly inserted in such
deed following the description of the land.
Section 78-40-2 Utah Code Ann, relating to the filing of a
lis pendens provides as follows:
In any action affecting the title to, or
the right of possession of, real property
the plaintiff at the time of filing the
complaint or thereafter, and the defendant
at the time of filing his answer when
affirmative relief is claimed in such
answer, or at any time afterward, may file
for record with the recorder of the county
in which the property or some part thereof
is situated a notice of the pendency of the
action, containing the names of the
parties, the object of the action or
defense, and a description of the property
in that county affected thereby. From the
time of filing such notice for record only
shall a purchaser or encumbrancer of the
property affected thereby be deemed to have
constructive notice of the pendency of the
action, and only of its pendency against
parties designated by their real names.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
Summary judgment is appropriate whenever "the pleadings,
depositions, answers to interrogatories and admissions on file,
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party
is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.11
2

Utah R. Civ. P.

Rule 56(c).

When reviewing a summary judgment, an appellate

court applies the same standard as that applied by the trial
court.

Briggs v. Holcomb, 740 P.2d 281 (Utah App. 1987).

In

this case, there are no facts in dispute, only a question of
the application of the law to those facts.
CITATION TO THE RECORD
Citations to the record will be abbreviated as follows:
Record on Appeal:

"R."

Trial Transcript:

"Tr."

Exhibit:

"Ex."

Addendum:

"Add."
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This action arose when FMA and Alta Ridge filed an action
(R. 2-29)

to enjoin Citizens Bank from

foreclosing

on the

property which had been conveyed by Special Warranty Deed from
FMA to Alta Ridge.

(Ex. 12; Add. 25-27).

Citizens Bank had

been assigned a Trust Deed executed by the former owner of the
property,

Dale

Morgan

("Morgan"),

Development, Inc. ("4-Seasons").
18-2 0).

in

favor

of

4-Seasons

(Exs. 5 and 51; Add. 5-6 and

The property had been purchased by Morgan who paid the

purchase price as follows:
1.

$300,000.00 secured by first Trust
Deed in favor of FMA.
(Ex. 3; Add.
1-4).

2.

$100,000.00 secured by second Trust
Deed in favor of Thomas Herr.
(Ex.
4).

3.

$42,000.00 secured by third Trust
Deed in favor of 4-Seasons.
(Ex. 5;
Add. 5-6).

Morgan defaulted

on the obligation to FMA

immediately

after the purchase of the property had been completed.
1116).

(R.

FMA took a Quit Claim Deed from Morgan on June 6, 1978,

three months after Morgan's purchase of the property in lieu of
foreclosing its First Trust Deed interest.
FMA proceeded to entertain offers

(Ex. 6; Add. 7-8).

for the purchase

of the

property and otherwise attempt to market the property.

(Ex.

40) .
Over a year after obtaining the Quit Claim

Deed, FMA

initiated an action on the first Trust Deed executed by Morgan
(Ex.

7 ) , attempting

lienholders

in

the

to

foreclose the

property

and

interests

obtain

clear

of

various

title.

In

conjunction with the foreclosure action, FMA prepared a Lis
Pendens but failed to have the Lis Pendens recorded with the
Salt Lake County Recorder.

(R. 1359).

By stipulation 4-

Seasons, Thomas Herr and certain other lienholders agreed that
the property could "be sold

[by FMA] free and clear of all

claims by the parties . . . ."

(Ex. 8; Add. 12-17).

Subse-

quent to the execution of the Stipulation but prior to the
entry on February 27, 1981 of the Order of Foreclosure based
upon the Stipulation (Ex. 11; Add. 21-26), 4-Seasons assigned
its Trust Deed to Citizens Bank on February 10, 1981.
Add. 18-20).

(Ex. 51;

Citizens Bank was not a party to the Stipulation
4

giving the FMA Trust Deed priority.

On April 29, 1981 FMA

conveyed the property to Alta Ridge by Special Warranty Deed.
(Ex. 12).
The jury found that the 4-Seasons Trust Deed which had
been assigned to Citizens Bank was unenforceable for lack of
consideration and failure of a condition subsequent.

The jury

also found that FMA intended to merge its Trust Deed from
Morgan into the Quit Claim Deed taken from Morgan, giving FMA
title to the property on June 6, 1978, the date of the Quit
Claim Deed.

(R. 843-44; Add. 37-38).

Accordingly, the 4-

Seasons Trust Deed was assigned during FMA's ownership of the
property.
Subsequent to the jury verdict, Fidelity, standing in the
place of its insured, brought a Motion for Summary Judgment on
Alta Ridge's crossclaim against FMA to recover attorneyfs fees
incurred as a result of the breach by FMA of its deed warranties under the Special Warranty Deed.

(R. 1523-1554) . The

Court granted the Motion on October 6, 1986 (R. 1625; Add. 4143)

and

on March 31, 1989, an Order was entered

awarding

Fidelity National Title $50,022.151 in attorney's fees incurred
in defending the title of Alta Ridge.

x

(R. 1929; Add. 44-46).

Counsel for FMA stipulated at the hearing on the Motion
for an Award of Attorney's Fees that the attorney's fees
claimed by Fidelity were reasonable and offered no objection to
the amount. (Tr. 1951, p. 6; Add. 52).
5

STATEMENT OF FACTS
The following facts are necessary for a proper determination of this appeal in addition to and/or to rectify the facts
set forth in the Brief of FMA.
1.

On or about June 6, 1978, three months after the sale

of the property to Morgan, FMA, as the holder of the first
Trust Deed obtained from Morgan a Quit Claim Deed in lieu of
foreclosure upon the first Trust Deed.
2.

(Ex. 6; Add. 7-8).

FMA then entertained offers for the purchase of the

property and otherwise attempted to market the property in its
own name.

(Ex. 4 0) .

3.

In July of 1979, over a year after accepting the Quit

Claim Deed from Morgan, FMA initiated a judicial foreclosure
action.

(Ex. 7 ) .

4.

FMA prepared a Lis Pendens reflecting the initiation

of the foreclosure action and sent the Lis Pendens to Utah
Title

and

Abstract

recordation.
however.
5.

Company

("Utah Title")

for

filing

and

Utah Title failed to record the Lis Pendens,

(Tr. 1359).
When the present action was commenced, FMA Leasing

Company initially named Utah Title as a defendant in the action
for its failure to record the Lis Pendens (R. 93-94, para. 5054) , but later dismissed its action against Utah Title.
157-158).

(R.

No explanation was given by FMA for the dismissal.

6

6.

On October 28, 1980, the parties to the judicial

foreclosure

action

initiated

by

FMA,

including

4-Seasons,

stipulated the property could be sold by FMA free and clear of
any claims, including the claim of 4-Seasons.

(Ex. 8; Add.

12-17) •
7.
dent

On February 10, 1981, Ken Baxter ("Baxter"), Presi-

of

4-Seasons,

assigned

the

4-Seasons

Trust

Deed

to

Citizens Bank and the Assignment was recorded on February 13,
1981.

(Ex. 51; Add. 18-20).

Although Baxter had stipulated to

the priority of FMA's interest, Citizens Bank had not.
8.

On February 27, 1981, an Order was entered in the

foreclosure action, approving the terms of the Stipulation and
ordering that the property be sold by FMA free and clear of any
claims.
9.

(Ex. 11; Add. 21-24).
On April 29, 1981, FMA conveyed the property to Alta

Ridge by Special Warranty Deed.
10.

(Ex. 12; Add. 25-27).

After a four day trial on the issue of the validity

and priority of the 4-Seasons Trust Deed and its Assignment to
Citizens

Bank,

the

jury

determined

that

FMA

intentionally

merged its Trust Deed into the Quit Claim Deed from Morgan.
(R, 843-44; Add. 37-38).
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
In the Special Warranty Deed, FMA conveyed to Alta Ridge
and warranted the property "against all claiming by, through,
or under it".

Although the Utah statutory scheme makes no
7

specific provision

for the use of a special warranty deed,

case law cited by FMA from other jurisdictions holds that this
language of a special warranty deed warrants against encumbrances caused, suffered or made by the grantor.

"Suffered"

within this context means something within the power or duty of
the grantor to have avoided•

FMA caused or suffered the 4-

Seasons Trust Deed to continue as an encumbrance against the
property not only because the Assignment occurred during the
time it held title to the property, but also because FMA failed
to properly record a lis pendens in its foreclosure action.
That omission of FMA allowed Citizens Bank to claim status as a
bona fide purchaser under the Assignment.
The jury found that FMA intentionally merged its First
Trust Deed against the property into the Quit Claim Deed it
accepted from Dale Morgan.

The Quit Claim Deed was accepted in

lieu of foreclosure within three months after the sale of the
property to Morgan on June 6, 1978.

The 4-Seasons Trust Deed

was not assigned to Citizens Bank until February 10, 1981.
Thus, the Assignment was created during FMA's ownership of the
property.
FMA commenced a judicial foreclosure in July of 1979 to
extinguish various claims, including the 4-Seasons Trust Deed
against the property.

A Lis Pendens was prepared by FMA, but

although the Lis Pendens was filed with the Clerk of the Court
in which the action was commenced, it was never recorded with
8

the Salt

Lake County Recorder, giving

notice of the pending foreclosure action.

no one

constructive

Thus, Citizens Bank

was able to claim it lacked the constructive notice which a lis
pendens would have given, in addition to claiming it lacked any
actual notice of the foreclosure action.
The failure to record the Lis Pendens and resultant claim
of Citizens Bank also contravened a provision of the Addendum
to the Earnest Money Receipt and Offer to Purchase ("Addendum")
in

which

FMA

agreed

to

"complete

the

foreclosure

action

presently pending" in order to extinguish claims against the
property.

FMA admitted that the sale of the property was

contingent upon FMA successfully completing its foreclosure.
When FMA conveyed the property to Alta Ridge it did so on
other than a pre-printed form.

Five specific exceptions were

listed in FMA's Special Warranty Deed and the 4-Seasons Trust
Deed was not so excepted.
FMA, in its Brief, addresses only the issues of breach of
the covenant against encumbrances and actual eviction of a
grantee thereunder.

The case law cited by FMA ignores other

deed warranties such as the covenant of quiet enjoyment, the
covenant
title.
of

the

of

seisin

or the covenant to warrant

and defend

Additionally, it is sufficient to constitute a breach
covenant

constructive.

against

encumbrances

if

the

eviction

Here, it was only the commencement

is

of this

lawsuit and issuance of a Temporary Restraining Order one day
9

prior to the scheduled trustees1 sale by Citizens Bank that
prevented Alta Ridge from being dispossessed of or evicted from
the property.

The assertion by Citizens Bank of a superior

claim and the subsequent legal actions attempting to further
that

claim

were

sufficient

to

a

constitute

constructive

eviction of Alta Ridge and a breach of other deed warranties.
Fidelity, as the insurer of Alta Ridge, is subrogated to
the right of Alta Ridge to recover attorney's fees against FMA
as a result of FMA's breach of the deed warranties.

An insurer

has the right to recover for damages it is obligated to pay
under its policy.

The title policy obligated Fidelity to pay

attorneyfs fees for the defense of a claim against the title it
insured.

The title policy also grants to FideLity the right of

subrogation if it pays or settles a claim.

"Settle" is synon-

ymous with "dispose" and signifies that a controversy has been
adjusted, brought to an end, and it may include a determination on the merits.

By disposing of the claim of Citizens Bank

and obtaining a determination on the merits that the claim did
not

have

priority,

Fidelity

settled

the

claim

within

the

meaning of the subrogation clause in the title policy.
Further, a letter dated December 22, 1982 and copied to
then counsel for FMA confirmed that Fidelity's counsel, Donald
J. Winder, was undertaking the representation of Alta Ridge
Associates in the litigation.

FMA failed from that date until

after the case was tried to object and should be equitably
10

estopped from doing so now.

The fact that Fidelity lived up to

its contractual obligations and paid the legal expenses for
defense of the action directly rather than requiring Alta Ridge
to pay the expenses and then look to Fidelity for reimbursement
does

not

alter

the

principle

of

subrogation

whereby

the

ultimate discharge of a debt should be paid by the person who,
in equity

and

in good

conscience, ought to pay

it.

FMA

breached its deed warranties and should be required to pay the
attorney's fees incurred as a result of that breach.
FMAfs
cannot

be

unliquidated
set

off

contingent

against

a

claim

liquidated

against
debt

Fidelity

nor can the

enforcement of the Order be indefinitely stayed merely upon the
assertion of a cross demand.

By Order entered October 2,

1986, Alta Ridge was awarded damages from FMA for the defense
asserted by Alta Ridge of the claims asserted against Alta
Ridge's title by Citizens Bank.

Counsel for FMA later stipu-

lated that the attorney's fees in the amount of $50,022.15 were
reasonable.

Alta Ridge's liquidated judgment should not be

indefinitely stayed based upon contingent crossclaims of FMA.
Finally, FMA's Notice of Appeal was filed 34 days after
the entry of the Order and was not timely.

Counsel for FMA was

put on notice that the Order had been submitted to the Court
and should have monitored the date of the entry of that Order.
FMA's failure to file its Notice of Appeal within the 3 0 day
period

allowed

by

the Rules

is jurisdictional,
11

warranting

dismissal of the appeal.
ARGUMENT
I
A.

FMA BREACHED ITS DEED WARRANTIES BY
CAUSING OR SUFFERING THE 4-SEASONS
TRUST DEED TO BE AN ENCUMBRANCE
AGAINST THE PROPERTY.

FMA

contends

it

did

not

breach

any

deed

warranties

because the property was conveyed by Special Warranty Deed
pursuant to which

FMA warranted

against

"all

claiming

through or under it to Alta Ridge Associates" (Ex. 12) .

by,
The

Utah statutory scheme provides short forms only for quit claim
and warranty deeds.

Utah Code Ann. Sections 57-1-12 and 13.

Special warranty deeds are not specifically included within the
statutory scheme.
Case law noted by FMA from other jurisdictions has held
that a special warranty deed normally warrants title against
claims held by, through or under the grantor, meaning encumbrances created, suffered or made by the grantor.

Central Life

Assur. Soc. v. Impelmans, 13 Wash. 2d 632, 126 P.2d 757 (1942);
Stracka

v.

Peterson,

377 N.W.2d

528

(N. Dak.

1985).

An

encumbrance "suffered" by a party means an encumbrance within
his power and duty to have avoided.
App.

269, 31 N.E. 862

Smith v. Eigerman, 5 Ind.

(1892)("Suffered"

in that connection

implies reasonable control).
In this case, the jury found, a finding affirmed by this
Court on appeal

(Add. 39) , that FMA intended to merge its
12

first trust deed position into the Quit Claim Deed it subsequently took from Morgan (R. 843-844, Add. 37-38).

As a result

of this merger, FMA's first position against the property was
extinguished, leaving nothing to defeat the intervening liens,
including the 4-Seasons Trust Deed.

When a greater and lesser

estate coincide and meet in the same person, the lesser estate
merges

into the greater

and is extinguished.

2 Jones on

Mortgages, Section 1080 at 508, 509 (1928); Aladdin Heating v.
Trustees of Cent. States, 563 P.2d 82 (Nev. 1977).

Thus, by

its own actions, FMA allowed or suffered the Assignment of the
4-Seasons Trust Deed to continue as an encumbrance against the
property.

Clearly, it was within the reasonable control of

FMA to foreclose its Trust Deed rather than accepting a Quit
Claim Deed in lieu of foreclosure.

But, having intentionally

merged its Trust Deed, FMA caused or suffered the 4-Seasons
Trust

Deed

to

be

an

encumbrance,

bringing

it within

the

parameters of the warranties given by FMA.
Further, FMA caused

or suffered

the

encumbrance

as a

result of its failure to properly record a lis pendens giving
notice of its pending foreclosure action.

Under Utah law,

actions taken against real property are not effective against
parties

subsequently

acquiring

an

interest

in the property

until a lis pendens has been properly recorded:
In any action affecting the title to, or
the right of possession of, real property
the plaintiff . . . may file for record
with the recorder of the county in which
13

the property or some part thereof is
situated a notice of the pendency of the
action . . . .
From the time of filing
such notice for record only shall a
purchaser or encumbrancer of the property
affected thereby be deemed to have constructive notice of the pendency of the
action .
Utah

Code Ann. Section

78-40-2.

Failure to record

a lis

pendens as provided in this Section may allow a subsequent bona
fide purchase or lienor without actual notice of the action to
acquire an interest in the property which will not be extinguished by the foreclosure decree.

Dupee v. Salt Lake Valley

Loan & Trust Co., 20 Utah 105, 57 P. 845 (1899).
FMA, upon commencing its foreclosure, filed a Lis Pendens
with the court but failed to have it recorded with the county
recorder

as required

under the Utah Code

(R. 13 59) .

The

assignment of the 4-Seasons Trust Deed was accomplished after
the initiation of the FMA foreclosure action but prior to the
entry of the Order of Foreclosure (Exs. 51 and 11; Add. 18-24).
Had the Lis Pendens been recorded with the county recorder,
Citizens

Bank

would

have

been

bound

Stipulation and Order of foreclosure.

by the

terms

of the

The Order of foreclosure

entered pursuant to the stipulation of all parties to that
action, including 4-Seasons, would have extinguished all liens
against the property, leaving FMA, as the successful bidder at
the foreclosure sale, with clear title to the property.

Utah

Code Ann. Section 78-37-3; Bagnall v. Suburbia Land Co., 579
P. 2d 914

(Utah 1978)(Doctrine of lis pendens preserves the
14

status quo by keeping subject of lawsuit within control and
power of court until judgment decree shall be entered and the
recording of a lis pendens serves as warning to all persons
that any rights or interest they may acquire in the interim are
subject to the judgment or decree).
FMA's Special Warranty Deed, prepared by FMA (Tr. 1168,
1370), includes five certain exceptions.

(Ex. 12; Add. 25-27).

The 4-Seasons Trust Deed, however, is not one of the exceptions
so listed.

It is a basic principal that a contract is to be

construed against the one who prepared it.

Parks Enterprises,

Inc. v. New Century Realty, Inc., 652 P.2d 918 (Utah 1982).
Also, it is a fundamental principal of construction that the
expression

of certain

items

(the five itemized

exceptions)

excludes those items not expressed (the 4-Seasons Trust Deed).
Cff Orderville Irrigation Co. v. Glendale Irrigation Co. , 17
Utah

2d

282, 409 P.2d

616

(1965) (Maxim

used

in statutory

construction expressio unius est exclusio alterius, where one
is expressed others are excluded).

Finally, by analogy to the

warranty deed statute, Utah Code Ann. Section 57-1-12, any
exceptions to the covenants are to be inserted in the deed.
In an Addendum accepted by FMA, FMA agreed to "complete
the foreclosure action presently pending against the subject
property . . . ."

(Ex. 43, Add. 9-11).

David Klomp, the then

in house counsel for FMA testified in his deposition that the
sale of the property was contingent on completing a "successful
15

foreclosure."

(David Klomp Deposition pp. 36 and 38). 2

Thus, FMA's actions and failures to act as noted above
caused or suffered the 4-Seasons Trust Deed to remain as an
encumbrance against the property.
B.

THE FORECLOSURE ACTION OF CITIZENS BANK
CONSTITUTED CONSTRUCTIVE EVICTION AND
BREACHED DEED WARRANTIES GIVEN BY FMA.

FMA
against

argues

there was no breach

encumbrances

because

evicted from the property.

Alta

of the deed

Ridge

was

not

warranty
actually

In the case of Christiansen v.

Utah-Idaho Sugar Co., 590 P.2d 1251 (Utah 1979), this Court
found that in an action for breach of covenant of warranties or
against encumbrances an eviction, either actual or constructive, may be shown.3
2

Although David Klomp1s deposition was published for the
purposes of the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by Fidelity
(R. 1607), it was not indexed as part of the record. Fidelity
will be filing a Motion to Supplement the Record to include his
deposition.
Additionally, the trial court's award of attorney's fees is sustainable as a result of FMA's breach of this
express condition of the Addendum.
Lines 47 and 48 of the
Earnest Money, although not legible as a result of photocopying
and reduction, provide either party
agrees to pay all expenses of enforcing
this agreement, or of any right arising out
of the breach thereof, including a reasonable attorney's fee. (Ex. 43; Add. 9-11).
The 4-Seasons Trust Deed was not extinguished, accordingly, the
foreclosure was not successfully completed and Alta Ridge is
also entitled to its attorney's fees under this provision of
the Earnest Money.
3

The Utah-Idaho case deals specifically with a breach of
covenant of warranty or against encumbrances. It does not deal
with the question of a breach of the warranty of quiet enjoy16

An actual eviction occurs if there has been a removal of
the vendee from the premises, a failure to obtain possession
under his deed, a surrender of possession after a hostile
assertion of a paramount title or a purchase or extinction of
such title by the vendee.
P.2d

797

(1962).

Wilder v. Wilhite, 190 Kan. 564, 376

(Emphasis added.)

Constructive eviction

exists if the adverse title is so asserted that the buyer must
yield to it or be dispossessed of the land.

See, e.g. , East

Canyon Land & Stock Co. v. Davis & Weber Counties Canal Co., 65
Utah 560, 238 P. 280
simple

title

was

not

(1925) (Allegation of grantee that fee
in grantor

sufficient

to

constitute

eviction); George A. Lowe Co, v. Simmons Warehouse Co., 39 Utah
395,

117 P. 874

warranted
exposed

by

(1911) (Grantee, in order to protect title

grantor

not

required

to wait

until

property

to sale or grantee evicted, but may pay taxes to

protect title); Chicago Mobile Dev. Co. v. G. C. Coggin Co., 66
So.2d 151 (Ala. 1953)(A covenant against encumbrances is broken
immediately upon making the covenant where an undisclosed lease
is outstanding although there has been no ouster by lessee and
there is no interference with possession and use of land by
owner); Camden County Welfare Bd. v. Federal Pep. Ins. Co., 1
N.J. Super. 532, 62 A. 2d 416 (1948) (Issuance of execution by a
ment and possession or other deed warranties such as the
covenant of seisin, and the covenant to warrant and defend
title.
In this case, the trial court found that FMA had
breached the deed warranties in general. (R. 1592-96)
17

judgment creditor on a judgment against a former owner of a
premises constituted a lien on the premises and the judgment
creditor's threat to continue to attempt to satisfy its debt
through issuance in the future, even though the present execution was void, constituted a constructive eviction of the
grantee under a deed containing a covenant of general warranty) ; McCleary v. Bratton, 307 S.W.2d 722 (Mo. App. 1957)(Where
third party drove stakes on a portion of land conveyed to the
buyer and ordered the buyer off the land, and employed an
attorney who notified the buyer to quit interfering with the
third party's use of the land or otherwise he would bring legal
proceedings against the buyer, such acts were sufficient to
show constructive eviction).
FMA failed in its opening Brief to deal with various deed
warranties other than that against encumbrances.

Under the

case law, the foreclosure action of Citizens Bank breached
FMA's warranties of quiet enjoyment and possession, seisin and
the covenant

to warrant

and defend title.

In Creason v.

Peterson, 470 P. 2d 403 (Utah 1970), this court found that a
deed warranty of quiet enjoyment and seisin was breached when
it was

shown the grantor did

not have

good title to the

property he purported to convey, stating:
Defendant's argument . . . is that there
was no breach of warranty because the
plaintiffs had peaceable possession and
enjoyment of the property without any
eviction or threat thereof. With this we
do not agree. . . .
[T]he grantee is
18

entitled to the peaceable possession and
enjoyment of the property he purchases in
accordance with the warranties . . . [and]
to the damage he suffers as a result of the
breach thereof, but this includes taking
such measures as are reasonable and
necessary to clear up any difficulty which
would represent a substantial flaw in its
title.
(Emphasis added.)

id. at 404.

For cases dealing with the

covenant to warrant and defend, see Van Cott v. Jacklin, 63
Utah 412, 226 P. 460
damages

against

(1924) (Attorneyf s fees recoverable as

grantor

when

fees

incurred

by

grantee

in

defending title) and Sartin v. Hucrhen, 7 P. 2d 151, 153 (Okl.
1932)(Buyer

entitled

to

recover

attorney's

fees

to

defend

action even where seller eventually pays claim since under the
provisions of "common justice between man and man, the defendant ought to pay the plaintiff for the amount expended by the
plaintiff in good faith in an effort to protect the property he
has purchased from the defendant from the lien claim of Fisher
& Son.11)
Here,

Citizens

Bank

not

only

asserted

its

title was

paramount to that of Alta Ridge, but it also commenced foreclosure proceedings and was only restrained from conducting the
sale of the property by the commencement of this action and the
issuance of a temporary restraining order one day prior to the
scheduled sale.

(R. 37-42)

Such actions by Citizens Bank

constitute a constructive eviction of Alta Ridge sufficient to
allow Alta Ridge to recover against FMA for breach of its deed
19

warranty against encumbrances.
The end result of Alta Ridge's lawsuit was the extinction
of Citizens Bank's claim.
claims ultimately

If the law is as FMA asserts, that

determined

to be

invalid

are not

lawful

claims within the scope of deed warranties, in actions where
the validity of an adverse title is contested, it would behoove
the grantor to refuse to defend the action, gambling that his
grantee will prevail after bearing the expense of the litigation proving the claim invalid, thus costing the grantor no out
of pocket expense —

an unfair result.

See, MacKenzie v.

Clement, 144 Mo. App. 114, 129 S.W. 730 (1910) (An outstanding
legal title is within a covenant of warranty against lawful
claims and if asserted is a lawful claim though an eviction may
be avoided by showing a superior equity); Lex deficere non
potest in iustitia exhibenda, the law ought not to fail in
dispensing justice.
POINT II
FIDELITY AS THE INSURER OF ALTA RIDGE
IS ENTITLED TO RECOVER THE ATTORNEY'S
FEES AWARDED UNDER THE BREACH OF
DEED WARRANTIES.
An insurer is subrogated to the right of its insured by
the terms of the insurance policy or on the ground of general
equitable principles.

Insurance Co. of N. Am. v. St. Farm Mut.

Auto. Ins., 663 P.2d 953 (Alaska 1983).

In general, under the

doctrine of subrogation, an insurer is entitled to step into
the shoes of its insured and recoup its losses from the third
20

party who caused the loss.
1246 (Utah 1977).
insured

is

Board of Educ. v. Hales, 566 P. 2d

A property insurer who has indemnified an

subrogated

to any

rights the

insured

may have

against a third party who is responsible for the loss.

Skauge

v. Mountain States Tel. & Tel., 172 Mont. 521, 565 P.2d 628
(1977) .
Pursuant to paragraph 11 of the title insurance policy:
Whenever the Company fFidelity] shall have
settled a claim under this policy, all
right of subrogation shall vest in the
Company unaffected by any act of the
insured claimant.
The Company shall be
subrogated to and be entitled to all rights
and remedies which such insured claimant
would have had against any person or
property in respect to such claim had this
policy not been issued and if requested by
the Company, such insured claimant shall
transfer to the Company all rights and
remedies against any person or property
necessary in order to perfect such a right
of subrogation and shall permit the Company
to use the name of such insured claimant in
any transaction or litigation involving
such rights or remedies. . . .
(Emphasis added).

In its Brief, FMA argues Fidelity is not

subrogated to Alta Ridge's rights to recover attorney's fees
for breach of the deed warranties on the basis that Fidelity
did not pay or settle the Citizens Bank claim.

The word

"settle" is synonymous with the word "dispose" and signifies
that a controversy has been adjusted, brought to an end and it
may include a determination on the merits.

Yancey v. Yancey,

230 N.C. 719, 55 S.E.2d 468, 69 (1949); United States v. The
Brazil,

134 F.2d

929

(7th Cir. 1943).

By preventing the

foreclosure of Citizens Bank and obtaining a final determination that the claim of Citizens Bank was invalid, Fidelity
"settled" that claim within the meaning of the policy.
The case of Federal Sav. & Loan Ins. Corp. v. Huff, 237
Kan. 873; 704 P.2d 372 (1985) cited by FMA for the proposition
that subrogation is inapplicable until a debt has actually been
paid is a case dealing with equitable subrogation and not with
the specific terms of an insurance policy.

Commercial Union

Ins. Co. v. Postin, 610 P.2d 984 (Wyo. 1980), also cited by
FMA, recognizes the principle that an insurer has a right to
recover damages it is obligated to pay under its policy of
insurance.

Here, Fidelity was obligated to pay pursuant to

paragraphs 3 and 6 of the policy all costs and attorneyf s fees
for the defense of any claim adverse to the title of its
insured.

Those costs and attorney's fees were, in fact, paid

by Fidelity on behalf of Alta Ridge Associates.
Further, the policy of title insurance (Ex. 13; Add. 2836) specifically provides in paragraph 3(e):
In all cases where this policy permits or
requires the Company to prosecute or
provide for the defense of any action or
proceeding, the insured hereunder shall
secure to the Company the right to so
prosecute or provide defense in such action
or proceeding, and all appeals therein, and
commit the Company to use, at its option,
the name of such insured for such purpose.
Whenever requested by the Company, such
insured shall give the Company all reasonable aid in any such action or proceeding
in effecting settlement, securing evidence,
obtaining witnesses or prosecuting or
22

defending such action or proceeding, and
the Company shall reimburse such insured
for any expense so incurred.
By

letter

dated

December 22,

1982,

counsel

for

Fidelity

obtained from Edward James, the president of Alta Ridge, the
right to proceed in this action in the name of Alta Ridge,
confirming that Parsons & Crowther was undertaking the representation of Alta Ridge Associates in the above referenced
matter.

(Ex. 1 in hearing on Fidelity's Motion for Award of

Attorney's

Fees

and

FMA's

Motion

to

Potential Summary Judgment, Add. 40) .

Reconsider

Award

of

A copy of that letter

was mailed to then counsel for FMA, Milo Marsden and to its inhouse attorney,

Bob Gross.

FMA made no objection to the

manner by which Fidelity proposed to proceed in the name of its
insured in this litigation until long after the claim against
Citizens Bank had been resolved by the jury.

It was only after

the trial court found liability against FMA on the issue of the
deed warranties that FMA raised its objection.

Having allowed

Fidelity to proceed and having waited so long to object, FMA
should

be

equitably

estopped

from

raising

the

issue now,

Brixen & Christopher, Arch v. Elton, 777 P.2d 1039 (Utah App.
19 89)(Equitable

estoppel

precludes

parties

from

asserting

rights where their actions render it inequitable to allow them
to assert those rights).

23

FMA would

have Alta Ridge be billed

for and pay the

attorney's fees and then recover those fees from Fidelity.4
Only then, according to FMA, could Fidelity recover against FMA
having reimbursed its insured for a claim paid.

Once again,

the position asserted by FMA would yield an absurd result.
Maxims of construction mandate the adoption of an interpretation which
Ackerlund,

does not

lead to an absurd

108 Wash. 2d 445, 739 P.2d

result.
1138

Byrne v.

(1987) (Rational

construction of contract prevails over a construction making
the contract unreasonable) .

If a title company is not sub-

rogated to the rights of its insured to recover for breach of
deed warranties, it would be in the best interest of a title
company to refuse to defend the title of its insured, hoping
instead its insured would do so and pay its own fees, thereby
bearing the burden of the defense.
In Transamerica Title Ins. Co. v. Johnson, 103 Wash. 2d
409, 693 P.2d 697 (1985), a title insurance company brought an
action

against

the

vendor

under

the

policy's

subrogation

provision to recover sewer assessment liens which the insurer
had paid

on behalf

of the insured.

The Washington

court

allowed the title insurance company to recover from the vendor
even

though

the

title

insurance

company

was

negligent

in

failing to disclose the sewer assessments on the preliminary

4

0n behalf of Alta Ridge, Fidelity paid the attorney's
fees incurred for the representation.
24

commitment for title insurance.

The court reasoned that the

vendor was fully aware of the existence of the assessment
before the title insurance company ever issued its preliminary
commitment and had the assessments been disclosed the vendor
would have had to pay them from the closing proceeds.

The

court held the vendor could not use the negligence of the
title company to avoid its contractual obligations to convey
title free of encumbrances.
Similarly, in the instant case, FMA was fully aware of the
4-Seasons Trust Deed prior to the issuance of a preliminary
commitment.

It instituted a foreclosure action to clear the

title and executed the Addendum making the sale of the property
conditioned upon the successful completion of the then pending
foreclosure action.
pp. 3 6 & 38) .
Addendum

to

(Ex. 43; Add. 10; Depo. of David Klomp,

FMA was thus contractually bound under the

successfully

complete

its

foreclosure

action,

extinguishing the 4-Seasons Trust Deed among others.

If FMA

could not clear the 4-Seasons Trust Deed from the title, it
would have had to pay the $42,000.00 encumbrance

from the

closing proceeds and convey title without this encumbrance, as
it contractually agreed to do. 5
5

Accordingly, as in the Trans-

In fact, the preliminary title report prepared by Alta
Title disclosed the existence of the 4-Seasons Trust Deed.
(Ex. 9). From the closing proceeds of the sale to Alta Ridge,
$42,000.00 was held in escrow and only later released by Alta
Title Company upon receiving an indemnification from FMA for
"any claim made by 4-Seasons Development and/or Ken Baxter in
connection with the monies to be released.11
(David Klomp
25

america
Ridge

case, Fidelity

under

the

is subrogated

Special

Warranty

to

Deed

the rights
and

is

of Alta

entitled

to

receive the attorney's fees for breach of those warranties.
POINT III
FMA'S THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT DOES NOT
PRECLUDE THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE ORDER,
Equitable relief from the enforcement of a judgment should
not be granted merely on the ground that a party has a cross
demand, but only on a showing that some injustice would result
if execution is not stayed). 6
2d 294, 312 P.2d 779 (1957).

Palmquist v. Palmquist, 6 Utah
Further, a party is entitled to

have a judgment enforced once it has been properly entered and
a court may not indefinitely stay execution on the judgment.
Taylor National, Inc. v. Jensen Brothers Constr. Co., 641 P.2d
150 (Utah 1982); Ketchum Coal Co. v. Christiansen, 48 Utah 214,
159 P. 541 (1916).
Complaint

It should be noted that FMA f s Third Party

(R. 347-355) was filed on December 12, 1983.

Over

five years later, FMA has yet to take any steps to bring its
Complaint to trial.

Fidelity should not be required to wait

indefinitely for the enforcement of its judgment.

Deposition; Ex. 9 ) .
6

As a result of the affirmance of the jury verdict
preventing the enforcement of the 4-Seasons Trust Deed against
the property, FMA has not incurred any actual damages.
FMA,
therefore, has no recovery against which the Order awarded to
Alta Ridge can be offset.
26

Finally, FMA's Third Party Complaint is founded primarily
in negligence, and FMA's damages, if any, are unliquidated or
uncertain at this point in time.

In the absence of a statutory

provision specifically providing therefor, unliquidated damages
cannot be set off in an action at law.

Nutter v. Occidental

Petroleum Land and Dev. Corp., 117 Ariz. 548, 573 P.2d 532
(1977) (Neither

interrelationship

of

mortgage

foreclosure

action which action defendants brought against the plaintiffs
in

another

county

for

alleged

breach

of

a

subordination

agreement, nor plaintiff's inequitable behavior as alleged in
action pending in other county gave rise to a special equity in
defendants' favor so as to allow them to set off a personal
demand for unliquidated damages against the mortgage debt).
POINT IV
FMA'S APPEAL IS NOT TIMELY.
A notice of appeal is required to "be filed with the Clerk
of the District Court within thirty days after the date of the
entry of the judgment or order appealed from."
of the Utah Supreme Court.

Rule 4, Rules

Failure to timely perfect an appeal

is a jurisdictional failure which requires dismissal of the
appeal.

Prowswood, Inc. v. Mountain Fuel Supply Co., 676 P. 2d

952 (Utah 1984).

A judgment or order is complete and deemed

entered for all purposes when it is signed and filed with the
Clerk of the Court in which the judgment was rendered.
Civ. P., Rule 58A(c).
27

Utah R.

As more extensively set forth in Fidelityfs Memorandum of
Points and Authorities in support of its Motion for Summary
Disposition

filed with this Court, FMA's Notice

of Appeal

relative to the Motion for an Award of Attorney's Fees was not
timely filed, being filed 34 days after the entry of the Order
by the trial court.

The proposed Order was mailed to counsel

for FMA, who then requested a name change relating to FMAfs
successors in interest.

The change was made and the Order, as

changed, was served upon the attorney for FMA as required under
Rule 5-504(2), Utah Rules of Judicial Administration by mailing
him a copy of the Order at his known address together with a
carbon copy of the cover letter transmitting the Order, putting
him on notice that the Order

had been submitted to the trial

Court for signature.

Although counsel for FMA acknowledged

receiving

transmitting

the

letter

the

Order

to

the

lower

court, he filed no objections to the form of the Order within
the five day period allowed in Rule 5-504(2) indicating he knew
the Order had been submitted and approved of it as submitted.
The Order was subsequently entered and filed by the trial court
seven days after it was submitted.
In Marsh v. Utah Homes, Inc. 17 Utah 2d 248, 408 P.2d 906
(1965) this Court held that the mailing of a copy of a judgment
by the plaintiff to the defendant on the day before it was
entered constituted sufficient notice to commence the running
of an appeals period

inasmuch as a proper
28

inquiry by the

defendant's counsel would have disclosed the actual fact that
the judgment had been entered.

Cf. Goddard v. Bundy, 121 Utah

2d 299, 241 P.2d 264 (1952) (ten day period within which to file
motions
signed

for
and

amendment
filed

not

and

new

when

trial

notice

begins

when

received

by

judgment
parties).

Accordingly, the time within which to file FMA's notice of
appeal commenced
May 1, 1989.

running on March

31, 1989 and expired on

The Notice of Appeal filed on May 4, 1989 was

untimely and the appeal should be dismissed.
CONCLUSION
The 4-Seasons Trust Deed came within the scope of the
Special

Warranty

Deed

since

FMA

caused

or

encumbrance during its ownership of the property.

suffered

the

Fidelity is

subrogated under the policy of title insurance to the rights of
Alta Ridge to recover its attorney's fees for the breach of the
Special Warranty Deed.

The mere existence of a claim by FMA

against Fidelity does not prevent the enforcement of Fidelity's
Order.

Finally, FMA's appeal of that is untimely.

Accord-

ingly, the Judgment of the trial court should be affirmed.
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TRUST DEED
3079S16

With Assignment of Rents

THIS TRUST DEED, made this
between

iXHSBlT

&t&

day of

***£**

, 19?.?...

&A*J.^.!*?I2*??.
, as TRUSTOR,

,
..
whose address is

6679 South 2445 East

Salt

(StrMi and number)

Lake City
r.
(City)

^l?...?«...^?£?f?«(?/...^:.

I**..*****!*?.

Utah
(Stat*)

, as TRUSTEE,* and

9°*P.*M.

, as BENEFICIARY,

WITNESSETH: That Trustor CONVEYS AND WARRANTS TO TRUSTEE IN TRUST,
WITH POWER OF SALE, the following described property, situated in
County, State of Utah:
Property Description
which by reference
Property

located

per the attached

Exhibit

to Is made a part

hereof.

at the mouth of Little

Saltwlskm

A of one page

Cottonwood Canyon, Sandy,

Utah,

Together '.vith all buildings, fixtures and improvements t r w o n and ail water rights, rights of
way, easements, rents, issues, profits, income, tenements, hereditaments, privileges and appurtenances
thereunto belonging, now or hereafter used or enioyed with scid property, or any part thereof,
SUBJECT, HOWEVER, to the right, pow»r and authority hereinafter given to and conferred upon
Beneficiary to collect and apply such rents, issues, and* profits;
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING (1) payment of the indebtedness evidenced by a promissory note of even date herewith, in the principal sum of $ 1Q4,5Q0,QQ . .
, made by
Trustor, payable ?~> the order of Beneficiary at the times, in the manner and with interest as therein
set forth, and any extensions and/or renewals or modifications thereof; (2) the performance of
each agreement of TniJtor herein contained; (3) the payment of such additional loans or advances as
hereafter may be made to Trustor, or his successors or assigns, when evidenced by a promissory
note or notes reciting that they are secured by this Trust Deed; and (4) the payment of all sums
expended or advanced by Beneficiary under or pursuant to the terms hereof, together with interest
thereon as herein provi ded.
•NOTE. Trustee mutt be a member of the Utah State Bar; a bank, butiding and loan association or savings
and loan association authorized to do such business in Utah; a corporation authorized to do a trust business in
Utah; or a UUe insurance or abstract company authorized to do such business in Utah.
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TO PROTECT T H E SECURITY OF THIS TRUST DEED. TRUSTOR AGREES.
1. To keep said properly in rood condition and repair: not to remove or demolish anv building f^ reon. to
complete or restore promptly and in good and workmanlike manner anv htiildint: which may h». i.Hmtrunrd
daroaced ut destroyed thereon; to comply with all lawn, covenant* and re*tn«-tntnn ^ffit-tinc >«»««l |tni|H*riv: rw»i
to commit nr permit waste thereof; not Ui commit, suffer or permit any jwt ujmn *aid prof»erty in violation »f law. u
do all other art* which irnm the character or use of said projicrty mav be reanondhlv necennarv. the upetrific
(numerations herein not excluding the general: and. if the loan secured hereby or any part lhen-«f » being obtained for the purpose of financing construction of improvement* on said property. Trustor further agrees:
(a) To commence construction promptly and to pursue name with reasonable diligence to completion
in accordance with plans and specifications satisfactory to Beneficiary, and
(b)

To allow Beneficiary to inspect said property at ail times during construction.

Trustee, upon presentation to it of an affidavit signed by Beneficiary, setting forth facts showing a default
by Trustor under this numbered paragraph, ia authorized to accept aa true and conclusive all facts ard statements therein, and to act thereon hereunder.
2. To provide and maintain insurance, of such type or types and amounts an Beneficiary may rcr jinr nn
the improvements now existing or hereafter erected or placed on said property. Such insurance shatl be carried
in companies approved by Beneficiary with loss payable clauses in favor of and in form acceptable to Beneficiary.
In event of loss. Trustor shall give immediate notice to Beneficiary, who may make proof of low. and each insurance
company concerned is hereby authorized and directed to make payment for such Ions directly u* Beneficnry
instead of to Trustor and Beneficiary jointly, and the insurance proceeds, or any part thereof, may be applied
by Beneficiary, at its option, to reduction of the indebtedness hereby secured or to the restoration or repair ot
the property damaged.
3. To deliver to. pay for and maintain with Beneficiary until the indebtedness secured hereby is paid in sfuil.
such evidence of title as Beneficiary mav require, including abstracts of title or policies of nth? insurance and
any extensions or renewals thereof or supplements thereto.
4. To appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to afl< ot the security hereof, the tide tc
said property, or the rights or powers of Eencficiary or Trustee; and should Beneficiary or Trustee elect to
also appear in or defend any such action or proceeding, to pay ail costs and expenses, including cost of evidence of title and attorney's fees in a reasonable sum incurred by Beneficiary oi Trustee.
5. To pay at least 10 days before delinquency all taxes and assessments affecting said property, including
all assessments upon water company stock and all rents, assessments and charges for wat?r. appurtenant to or
used in connection with said property; to pay. when due. all encumbrance*, charges, and liens with interest
on said property or any part thereof, which at any time appear to be prior or superior hereto; to pay all costs.
fees, and expenses of this Trust
6. Should Trustor fail to make any payment or to do any act as herein provided, then Beneficiary or
Trustee, but without obligation so to do and without notice to or demand upon Trustor and without releasing
Trustor from any obligation hereof, may: Make or do the same in such manner and to such extent as either ziay
deem necessary to protect the security hereof, Beneficiary or Trustee being authorized to enter upon said
property for such purposes: commence, appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to affect the
security hereof or the rights of pow«»s of Beneficiary or Trustee: pay purchase, content, or compromise tiny
encumbrance, charge or lien which in the judgment of either appears to be prior or superior hereto: and in exercising any such powers, incur any liability, expend wnatever amounts m its absolute discretion it may deem
necessary therefor, including cost of evidence of title, employ counsel, and pay his reasonable fees.
7. To pay immediately and without demand all sums expended hereunder by Beneficiary or Trustee,
with interest from date of expenditure at the rate of ten per cent (10*1) per annum until paid, and ihc repayment thereof shall be secured hereby.

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT:
8. Should said property or any part thereof be taken or damaged by reason of any public improvement
or condemnation proceeding, or damaged by fire, or earthquake, or in any other manner. Beneficiary shall be
entitled to ail compensation, awards, and other payments or relief there/or. and snail be entitled at its option
to commence, appear in and prosecute in its own name, any action or proceedings, or to make any compromise or settlement, in connection with such taking or damage. All such compensation, awards damages, rights
of action and proceeds, including the proceeds of any policies of fire and other insurance affecting said property.
are hereby assigned to Beneficiary, who may. after deducting therefrom all its expenses, including attorney's fres.
apply the same on any indebtedness secured hereby. Trustor agrees to execute sucr. further assignments of any
compensation, award, damages, and rights of action and proceeds as Beneficiary or Trustee may require
9. At any time and from time to time upon writtten request of Eeneficiary. pavment of its fees and presentation of this Trust Deed and the note for endorsement (in case of full reconveyance, for cancellation ind
retention), without affecting the liability of any person for the payment of the tndebteanrs.s secured hereby.
Trustee may (a) consent to the malting of any map or piat of said pronertv; <b) join in granting any easement or c.-eating any restriction thereon: (c) join <n any subordination or other acro^rrent affecting this Trust Deed
or the lien or charge thereof: (d) reconvey. without warrant:., ail or anv part of said property The grant** m
any reconveyance may be described as "the person or pcrsrr« entitled thereto", and the recitals therein of xnv
matters or facts shall be conclusive proof of truthfulness thereof. Trustor agrees to pay reasonaolc Trustee's
fees for any of the services mentioned in this paragraph.
10. As A<ioit:onal security. Trustor hereby assigns Beneficiary, during the continuance of these trusts, ail
•rents, issues, royalties. *nd profits of the property affectco by this Trjst Deed and of any personal property
located thereon. UnUl Trustor shall default in the payment of any indebtedness necured hereny or :n the performance of any agreement hereunder. Trustor shall nave the ngnt to collect all nuch rents, issues, royalties.
and prof.ts earned prior to default as they become due and payable If Trustor snail default as aforesaid.
Trustor's ..ght to collect any of such moneys shall cease sad Beneficiary shall hav* the right. *nh or without
taking possession of the property affected hereby, to collect all rents, royalties. L«nuen and profn> Failure or
discontinuance of Beneficiary at any tune or from time to time to collect cn> -ucn moneys shall not in any
manner a/fxt the subsequent enforcement by Beneficiary of the right, power, and authority to collect the same
Nothing contained herein, nor the exercise of the right by Beneficiary to collect, snail he. or be construed to
be. an affinnation by Beneficiary of any tenancy, lease or option, nor an assumption of liability under, nor a
subordination of the lien or charge of this Trust Deed to any such tenancy, lease or option.
11. Upon any default by Trustor hereunder. Beneficiary may at any time without notice, either in
person, by agent or by a receiver to be appointed by a court (Trustor hereny consenting to the sppointment of
Beneficiary as such receiver*, and without regard to the adequacy of anv security for the iniirbter.r.enn hereby
secured, enter upon and ta*e possesion of said property or any part thereof, in its own name sue for or
otherwise collect said rents, issues, and profits, including those past due and unpaid, and appiv the same, lesa
costa and e.penses of operation and Election, including reasonable attorney's fees, upon any indebtedness
secured hereby, and in such ord.:- as beneficiary may determine.
12.
profits,
damage
default

The entering upon and taking possession of said property, ihe collecton of such rents, issues, amd
or the proceed* of fire and other insurance polices, or compensation or awards for any taking or
of said property, and the application or release thereof as aforenaid. shall not cure or waive any
or notice of default hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant to such notice.

13. The failure on the part of Beneficiary to promptly enforce any right hereunder shall not operate aa
a waiver of such right and the waiver by Beneficiary of any default shail not constitute a waiver of any other
or subsequent default
14. Time ia of the essence hereof. Upon default by Trustor in the pavment of any indebtednesa secured hereby or in the performance of any agreement hereunder, ail sums secured hereby shall immediately become due
and payable at the option of Beneiic.-ary. In the event wf sucn default. Beneficiarv mav execute or cause Trustee
to execute a written notice M defauit and of election to cause said property to be «oid to satisfy U.e obligations
hereof, and Tnj*tee shall file sucn notice for record m eacn county wnerein said property or tome part or
parcel thereof is situated. Beneficiary also shall deposit with Trustee, the note and all documents evidencing
•ipenditurea secured hereoy.

IS After the lapae of such tune a« may then be required by law folluwinit the recordation of taid notice o
default and notice of default and notice of sale having been Ki\en an then required by law Tru^Ue without domand
on Trustor shall sell said property on the date and at the time and place designated in J»*id notice of sale eithrr at
a whole or in separate parcels and in such order as it may determine (but subject to any statutory right of Trustor tt
direct the order in which such property if consisting of several known Iota or iMirels shall be sold) at public
auction to the highest bidder the purchase price payable in lawful money of
United States at the time of
sale The person conducting the sale may for any cause he deems expedient postpone the sale from time to
tune until it shall be completed and in every case notice of postponement shall be given by public declaration
thereof by such person at the Ume and place last appointed for the sale provided if the sale is postponed
_ _ _day
_ designated in the
.._ notice of sale nohct thereof shall be given in the
for longer than one day beyond_ _the
manner aa the original notice of sale Trustee shall execute and dt liver to the purchaser its LWd con
veytng sari property so sold but without any covenant or warranty express or implied The recitah in the
Deed of any matters or facta shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof Any person including Bene
ficiary, may bid at the sale Trustee shall apply the proceeds of the sale to payment of (1) the costs and
expenses of exercising the power of sale and of the sale including the payment of the Trustee s_and attorneys
fees, (2) cost of any evidence of title procured in connection with such sale and revtnue stamps on Trustees Deed
(3) ail sums expended under the terms hereof, not then repaid with accrued interest at 10% per annum from date
of expenditure (4) all other sums then secured hereby and (5) the remainder if any to the person o* persona
legally entitled thereto or the Trustee in its discretion may deposit the balance of such proceeds with the County
Clerk of the county in which the sale took place
16 Upon the occurrence of any default hereunder Beneficiary shall have the option to declare all sums
secured hereby immediately due and payable and foreclose this Trust Deed in the manner provided by law
for the foreclosure of mortgages on real property and Beneficiary shall be entitled to recover in such proceed
mg all rosta and expenses incident thereto, including a reasonable attorney's fee in such amount as shall be
fixed by the court
17 Beneficiary may appoint a successor trustee at any Ume by films; for record in the office of the County
Recorder of each county m which said property or some part thereof is situated a substitution of trustee From
the tune the substitution is filed for record the new trustee shall succeed to all the powers duties authority
and title of the trustee named herein or of any successor trustee Each such substitution shall be executed and
acknowledged and notice thereof shall be given and proof thereof made in the manner provided by law
18 This Trust Deed shall apply to inure to the benefit of snd bind all parties hereto their heirs legatees
devisees, adminstrators executors successors and assigns All obligations of Trustor hereunder sre joint and
several The term Beneficiary shall mean the owner and holder inducing any pledgee of the note secured
hereby In this Trust Deed whenever the context requires the masculine gender includes the feminine and/or
neuter and the singular number jndudes the plural
19 Trustee accepts this Trust when this Trust Deed duly executed and acknowledged is made a public
record as provided by law Trustee is not obligated to notify any party hereto of pending sale under any other
Trust Deed or of any action or proceeding in which Trustor Beneficiary or Trustee shall be a party unless
brought by Trustee
2Q This Trust Deed shall be construed according to the laws of the State of Utah
21 The undersigned Trustor requests that a copy of ary notice of default and of any notice of sale
hereunder h» mailed to him at the address hereinbefore set torth

(If Trustor an Individual)
STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF SAL? LAKE
On the

8th

day of

March
Mor

, A D 19 79, personally

n

appeared before me
°*le *•
?*
the signer(s) of the above instrument, who duly acknowledged

me that

he

executed the

Votary Public residing at

(If Trustor a Corporation)
STATE OF
COUNTY OF
On the

day of

appealed before me

, A D 19

, personally

who being by me duly sworn,

says that he is the
of
the corporation that executed the above and foregoing instrument and that said instrument was
signed in behalf of said corporation by authority of its by-laws (or by authority of a resolution
of its board of directors) and said
to me that said corporation a»emtad the same.

acknowledged

Notary Public residing at
My Commission Expires:

0
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EXHIBIT A
xiu>a axmoiz. A IS azzacnea zo and forms a part of the Trust Deed dated March
1978, by and between Dale H. Morgan, as Trustor, Milo S. Marsden, Jr., as Trustee, and
FMA Leasing Company, as
Beneficiary.
Property

Descriptiont
Parcel

I

BEGINNING on the South line of the South fork of Little
Cottonwood Road
on the West line of Section 12, Township 3 South, Range 1 East,
Salt
Lake Base & Meridian, said point being 423 feet, more or less.
South
from the West quarter of said section,
and running whence South along
said West line 897 feet, more or less,
to South line of the Northwest
quarter of the Southwest quarter;
thence East along said South line 1160
feet, more or less,
to the West line of Albert Van Woerden property;
thence North along said West line 1210 feet, more or less* to the South
line of Little
Cottonwood Road; thence Westerly along said South line
110 feet, more or less; thence South 03°04* East 417,42 feet;
thence
South 8^47' West 417,42 feet; thence North 87°53* West 164,94
feet;
thence North 6(f 30*16" West 109.04 feet; thence North 58°33*18" West
144.21 feet; thence North 6€?15*14" West 137,97 feet;
thence
Northeasterly
along Westerly line of Joseph F. Sturdy property
to the South line of
Little
Cottonwood Road; thence Southwesterly
along said South line of
road to the point of BEGINNING.
Parcel

II

BEGINNING .it a point 151.46 feet South, 1162,3 feet East and North
8^*47* East 178,14 feet from the West quarter corner of Section
12,
Township 3 South, Ranoe 1 Sast, Salt Lake t's* and Meridian, said point
being on the South lire of Little
Cottonwood Road and the East line of
Albert Van Woerden property;
and running thence Easterly along the South
line of said road 100 feet, more or less,
to the West line of W, Douglas
Shewmaker property;
thence South along said West line 1200 feet, more or
less,
to the South line of Grantor's property;
thence West 100 feet, more
or less,
to a point due Sou+h of the point of beginning;
thence North
1190.9 feet, more or less,
to the point of BEGINNING.
Parcel

III

BEGINNING 151.93 feet South, and 1153.94 feet East from the West quarter
corner of Section 12, Townchip 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and
Meridian and running thence along the Southerly line of Little
Cottonwood
Road North 8^47* East 184.53 feet,
thence South 1190.90 feet,
thence
North 89°36'15" West 184.04 feet, thence North 1176,06 feet to the point
Of BEGINNING.
Parcel

IV

BEGINNING at a point which is South 53°37*30" East 363.05 feet and North
85°47' East 337,90 feet from the West quarter corner of Section
12,
Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base £ Meridian, and running
thence North 85°47' East 417,42 feet; thence South 3°04' East 417.42
feet; thence South 85°47' West 417,42 feet; thence North 3°04* West
417.42 feet to the point of BEGINNING,
SUBJECT to a Right

of Way over and across

the following:

BEGINNING at a point which is South 53°37*30" East 363.05 feet and North
85°47* East 337,90 feet and South 3°04* East 196.21 feet from the West
quarter corner of Section 12, Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake
Base and Meridian, and running thence North 8^47* East 392.42 feet;
thence North 3°04* West 194.21 feet; thence North 85°47* East 25.0 feet;
thence South 3°04* East 221.21 feet; thence South 8$°47* West 417.42
feet; thence North 3 04* West 25.0 feet to the point of BEGINNING.
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THIS TRUST DKEI) m made this
U'twit-n

8th

dav of

T-45375

. 1 9 78 »

March

DALE H. MORGAN

, as Trustor,

whose address is

Utah

Salt Lake City
(Citv)

IStrwt nnd Number)

(Stat*)

, as Trustee,0 and

UTAH TITLE AND ABSTRACT COMPANY

, as Beneficiary

4-SEASONS DEVELOPMENT, INC.

Trustor herebv CONVEYS AND WARRANTS TO TRUSTEE IN TRUST, WITH POWER
OF SALE, the following described property situated in

Salt Lake

County, Utah

Sea Exhibit "A" attached hereto and by t h i s reference made a part hereof.

Together with all buildings, fixtures and improvements thereon and all water rights, rights of way,
easements, rents, issues, profits, income, tenements, hereditaments, privileges and appurtenances
thereunto now or hereafter used or enjoyed with said property, or any part thereof,
FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING payment of the indebtedness evidenced by a promissory
note of even date herewith, in the principal sum of $
42,000.00
t payable to the order of
Beneficiary at the times, in the manner and with interest as therein set forth, and pajment of any
sums expended or advanced by Beneficiary to protect the secuntv hereof
Trustor agrees to pay all taxes and assessments on the above property to pay all charges and
assessments on water or water stock used on or with said property not to commit waste, to maintain
adequate fire insurance on improvements on said property to pay all costs and expenses of collection (including Trustees and attorney's fees in event of default in payment of the indebtedness secured hereby and to pay reasonable Trustees fees for anv of the services performed by Trustee
hereunder including a reconveyance hereof
The undersigned Trustor requests that a copv of any notice of default and of any notice of sale
hereunder be mailed to him at the address hereinbefore set forth

(If Trustor nn Indivimnl)
STATE OF UTAH
„
COUNTY OF Salt Lake

en
A D 19 7 8 , personally

day of
March
DALE H, MORGAN

lxwe instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that

he

executed the

8

Notary Public residing at.
SAlt Lake City, Utah

CTAI TlTLI AM AlSTlACT COMPANY
Salt Lak* 355 7533

TCXMI* 882 3511

Davit 867 2273

773 1653

534 0422

Summit 336 5679 Ztmth 864

Wtt»r 399-3373

KXII1II1T MA"
UT.AL DESCRIPTION

Parcel 1
UKC1NN1NC on tin* South Hue of Hit* Smith I M ol L i t t l e Cottuii***: Koad
un the Wont lint* of Section 12, Township ! I . i . l h , Raiip.e. I l£«i.tt $ ; i U
Like Bane & Meridian, s*ald point helif/. •«.• t u . t, more «r le*»»., So«tt.h
I ro:« the Went quarter of said !eetJ%»o, .aid nimhi;; tIK «••%• i'^upi along
Haiti Went l i n e 897 f e e t , wore or le:.»:, to ieuih lino .a* tin liot ihvuufr
ou.irter of the Southwest quarter; tlnm* « • : •• !•»*•:; ?• • i«I »i«ulli line 1160
f«-%«tt more or leurt, to the WeM 1 • %•«• ••! »l «< *i Van v.\».'H*\ i pit*, et'ty;
lhence North alonn wild We«-t line l.*l*» . . . I , i .•». or 1 ••:.:• , to the :Umtn
II ae of U t i l e Cot loitwood Hti.it); t IHIM •* '..*• • :• Jy a ton;. — • i -J iui.il; , hie
•110 f e e t , more or l e n s ; thenee ftmih 0:"tr.* I . I . I • I / . ; . ' I . i ; thei-ee
houth a5*A7' Went 417.42 f e e t ; H u m e :...i I h ;i/*M l We-.t I-.',. 9/, fet t ;
thence North 60*30'lb" Went 10*1.04 t %« t; • !•• .1. • North OK*) 1']fc" l»\:.l
144.21 f e e t ; thenee North l»h*l')M/«H Wct.i LI/.''/ I". et ; l U a . e ?;..rr|><Mt;tcrly
jloitr. Westerly line of JoMoph K. Slurdv pruo. itv to the F.»uih line of
L i t t l e Cottonwood Road; thence Southwestei U il.ui,* *.uid Smth iiiu of
road to the point of ttKUlNNlNO.
Parcel 11
r.KlStNMNc: at a point 151.4b feet South, l l u ' . l l« t »«.i ««.| :...rtl
.s'»"47' Kant 178.15 feet fmm the West cu..•:.••
»rm 1 ... :?•• t | , . t ; ,
lowushlp 3 South, Kanj»e 1 I'-isr, Salt L.l • Iki . • uii .". r i d i m ,
*i«l , o i a c
iieiiv. on Hie South line ol L i t t l e tUii toii.tful l « i l a...I il». r i.,t I«I.» of
Albert Van Woerden property; ami rttunii.. < h» a. • l.e.i.rlv •!••«» iw« Soj'Jt
l i n e of

s a i d road 100 f e e t ,

more or

le?»;.,

10 Hie We:il

I. ;» • 01 '... I •. ugLo*

Shcwnmkur property; thence South alonft ;:ai»i We-»t I In l.'tM tv*w, ui.ee ot
l e s s , to the Southllue of Craotor's prop* r i y ; tu-uee U- >.t lot'
« t , core.
»»r l e s s , to a point due South of the p««Mit ut -e •.iiutiti •; * hene% lU.riU
1190.9 f e e t , more or leMH, to the point ol i;r.i.tN:ilNC:.
Parcel I I I
h U INNING 151.9) f l i t South, and IP* 1.94 !••••! 1 . t I1...1 t.i. W. ..1 «|i».*ricr
rorner of Section 12, Township 3 South, K.1.1; •• I I'-ist , Lilt Like Hat.e and
Meridian and ruimiiu; thence UIOIIK tlie SinH'i.rly line %*\ i n l i e Cottonwood
ho.id North 85*A7I East 1M4.5J K c t , thenee S..uiii I J'HI.-MI » \ e t , t hence
N.»rth 89*3n , 15 M West 13A.0A l e e t , thenc* :..»n!i H";»i.Uu l e . i to the point
ol KLIUNNINC.
Parcel IV
i;Lt:iNNIXt: at a point which i s South b T ' l / ' s u " List Jf/J.O'j r'ewt and North
H5#A7* Eiiiit 337.90 f e e t f n w the Went i|it.ni%-r ronu r of Set t ion 12,
t\»wushlp 3 South, Range 1 Kust, Salt Like r..,..e & Meridl.111, and runnhij;
thence North 85*47* Katit 417.A2 f e e t ; i h . n . e South i*ti4' h-i.«;t 417.42
l e e t ; thenee South 85*47' Went 417.42 le.-i; 1 hetiei !i«irth I'OA1 W«:.t
417.'*.? l e e t to the point of HKiUKNl.NC.
SCISJKCT to a Ri»;ht of Way over and aero.-; II.. lolluwio;;?
LKCl?ININi: at a point which Ju Soulh Vi* 1/* H»M l-.u;t lul.tri f e e t and North
H'^47* KnHt 337.90 f e e t and Soulh 3*04* K..i:.t !•»(».21 f e e t trow the Wei.t
»iu.irter corner of Section 12, Towimhip i S.MKL% K.UI. »• 1 U:i^t, i.alt Ltkc
T»a».e aitd Meridian, and runnlur, I hence North «*>*47* K.i..t 392.42 Teec;
thence North 3*04* We»t 194.21 f e e t ; thence North hS*W' Ka:it 25.0 f e e t ;
thence South 3*01' East 221.21 f e e t ; thenee South H.''*'.?* WVMC 417.42
f e e t ; thence North 3*04' Went 25.0 feet to the point of BEGINNING,
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Mail tax notice tt%....WiA. Leasing Company Addttss.-.ZQ6.<LB.t„JU£J?-££L»uSalt

3122936

Lake City,

Utah

84108

QUIT-CLAIM DEED

Dale H. Morgan
Sal
S a l t LaJce City
* ^*«
% County of
QUIT-CLAIM
to
FMA Leasing Company
2060 E. 2100 So. (P.O. Box 8311)
Salt Lake City, Utah 8410$

grantor

0f

, State oi Utah, hereby

grantee
of
Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, Utah
Three Hundred Forty Seven Thousand, One Hundred Thirty
the following described tracts of land in
State of Utah:

located

June

Exhibit

A of one page,

at the mouth of L i t t l e Cottonwood

WITNESS the hand of said grantor

, this

which by

Canyon, Sandy,

Utah

Fiftli

day of

, A. D. one thousand nine hundred and

STATE OF UTAH,
County of
Salt Lake
On the
?*£**
thousand nine hundred and Seventy-Eight
Dale H. Morgan

County,

S a l t Lake

Property Description
per the attached
reference
to is made a part
hereof.
Property

for the sum of
and no/lOOths- DOLLARS,

Seventy-Eight

;*
*
£t
^§0

day of
June
X ^ ^ E . — v
personally appeared before n * > ^ i 0 *X \
%%
'<•'* "** * - p - \

on on Y*\
the signer of the foregoing instrument, who duly acknowledge to me that: he
same.
My commission expire* QtX. k , >M*'

., fh^*K

HO

-*°*-- ^*€*sf*'2.°-rjm*0—**0*

Address: oKZ u.*«_>-

*A*ir •^yri,*"*jiCrl

TJL ~"."

9$£utflfi th| \
9

u ^

s

I•

Parcel

1

BEGINNING on the South line of the South fork of Little
Cottonwood Road
on the West line of Section 12, Township 3 South, Range 1 east,
Salt"
Lake Base £ Meridian, said point being 423 feet, more or less,
South
from the Nest quarter of said section,
and running thence South along
said West line 897 feet, more or less,
to South line of the Northwest
quarter of the Southwest quarter; thence East along said South line 1160
feet, more or less,
to the West line of Albert Van Woerden property;
thence North along said West line 1210 feet, more or less,
to the South
line of Little
Cottonwood Road; thence Westerly along said South line
110 feet, .-ore or less; thence South 03°04* East 417.42 feet;
thence
Juuth of**?* West 417.42 feet; thence North 87°S3* West 164.94
foot;
>
,
m
0
m
thence North 6<f 30 16 West 109.04 feet; thence North 58°33 18
West
,
m
144.21 foot; thence North 66°15 14
West 187.97 feet; thence
Northeasterly
along Westerly line of Joseph P. Sturdy property to the South line of
rattle
Cottonwood Road; thence Southwesterly
along said South line of
road to the point of BEGINNING.
Parcel

II

BEGINNING at a point 151.46 feet South, 1162.3 feet East and North
8^479 East 178.14 feet from the West quarter corner of Section 12,
Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, said pointy
being on the South line of Little
Cottonwood Road and the East line of
Albert Van Wn»rden property;
and running thence Easterly along the South
line of said road 100 feet, more or less,
to the West line of W. Douglas
Shewmaker property;
thence South along said West line 1200 feet, more or
less,
to the South line of Grantor's property;
thence West 100 feet, more
or Itiss, to a point due South of the point of beginning;
thence North
1190.9 feet,
more or less,
to the point of BEGINNING.
Parcel

III

BEGINNING 151.93 feet South, and 1153.94 feet East from the West quarter
corner of Section 12, Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and
Meridian and running thence along the Southerly line of Little
Cottonwood
Road North 85°47' East 184.53 feet, thence South 1190.90 feet,
thence
,
n
North 8S/°36 15
West 184.04 feet, thence North 1176.06 feet to the poiwt
Of BEGINNING.
Parcel

IV

BEGINNING at a point which is South 53°37*30" East 363.05 feet and North
85°47' Ease 337.90 feet from the West quarter corner of Section 12,
Township 3 South, Range 1 £ a s t , Salt Lake Base 6 Meridian, and running
thence North 3$°47' East 417.42 feet; thence South 3°04' East 417.42
-feet;
thence South 85°47* West 417.42 feet; thence North 3°04' West
417.42 feet to the point of BEGINNING.
SUBJECT to a Right of Way over and across

the

following:

BEC7VNING at a point which is South 53°37930m Bast 363.05 feet and North
85°47' East 337.90 feet and South 3°04* East 196.21 feet from the West
quarter corner of Section 12, Tcwnship 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake
flase and Meridian, and running thence North 85^47$ East 392.42
feet;
thence North 3°04' West 194.21 feet; thence North 85°47' East 25.0
feet;
rnonce So-jth 3°04* East 221.21 feet; thonce South 85°47* West 417.42
f w
t:v»»rv» .vorth 3°04* west 25.0 feet to the point of BEGINNING.

This Exhibit A is attached to and forms a part of the
Quit-Claim
Deed Dated
.7»rv» 3. ?07g , 1978 by and between Dale H. Morgan as Grantor,
FMA Leasing Company as Grantee.
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EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT AND OFFER TO r JRCHASE
w.

E x e c u t i v e Management I n c .
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S a l t Lake

Sept 26
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0 t a n

A l l d r a w i n g s , r e p o r t s and d e s i g n s .

Cf^

z^0kz
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aj*d eighty—thou*and-
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t^S^iy^r shall p!ve s e l l o r an Interest-free promissory note for_ $50,000 on January 30, i960,
» i j inordiT for this agrcenent to" remain ln~force after the above tlaeT £aT5""hote snail DC Que
and payable to sellor on or before ^jly 1, 1980.
a,
a. Quvcr shull surrender to s e l l e r . If buyer defaults on this agreement, all personal property
,» and all property rinhts nertalntnn to the *!ta Via property* both pn-and o f f - s i t e . Including
M water rinhts and developments o^ned bv buyer or In his possession.

At- the
*•>**» tine
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f eclosing
learner
As directed at
of
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Accent" and BrokeT""is a ?rincT?Te"i'
Afi-

„_
2L^J2*-

Busang^^JESia^sK!
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jHr+ P.M.A.
t o pay c o m m i s s i o n t o Capson,MorrisjMcCcmb, froa proceeds of sale aft<
<^%/
flnol closing,
^.^t^.^^lior^hall-loan.buver—ll^.lnterfrst, written upon request, S2QJ5QQ«PiX-jaboulJ)cirber-Lf
with final payment due A p r i f T , 1930. Buyer may apply to sellor for an additional loan up t»
%4«^TOJiQC\-on-April 1,1960-4^th loan apprnval conditioned upon-buy- *~**^yjj22 mxrU "Qrr>** r i l A
credit conditions and security requirements. Complete terns and conditicrTs*of the $20,000
loan are specified in a separate agreeoent.
Subject t o :
1 . S e l l o r s h a l l c o n t i n u e t o s e c u r e P.U.D. c o n t i n u a n c e on "KERR" c o n c e p t .
Buyer t o a s s i s t i n c o o r d i n a t i o n c o n s t r u c t i o n n e c e s s a r y t o s e c u r e
c o n t i n u a n c e , or t o g e t R-l-10 P.U.D. f o r 12 A c r e s .
2 . Buyer s h a l l have r i g h t t o withdraw t h i s o f f e r is* County w i l l n o t aoprove
a more r e a s o n a b l e m a r k e t i n g c o n c e p t as p r e s e n t e d by b u y e r s . ^ ^ 14*-^
3 . T i t l e i s t o be d e l i v e r e d i n Fee S i m p l e , e x c l u d i n g e x i s t i n g e a s e m e n t s .
4.' F l o o d c o n t r o l f a c i l i t i e s as approved by S a l t Lake Co F l o o d c o n t r o l
s h a l l be i n s t a l l e d by s e l l e r and a c c e p t e d by S a l t Lake^-ee^Fiood C o n t r o l .
5. Approval of c e r t i f i e d s u r v e y .
s^
"N f
J
•G. C i l l e r s'ff.^11 C e a e a i t 01Z , 0! ^ jfp waeis }&j± •mtz"J~!x£ ^e^wsjlbe'i In SLA • -[}
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ESTA£E-^iANA(JEtt$NT AND INVESTMENT

cojrp.

By:,
Its::
FMA

r^J—^S

y^x ^,X /•<•

LEASING

By:__
Its:

COMPANY

AE0E2OUM
This ASdenoaa is entered into this > 3 day of September, 1930 by
and between IMA Leasing Ccnpany, hereafter "IMA,•• and Estate Management and
Investment Corp. and Lancon, Inc. to amend that Agreement entered into by and
between the above-named parties on September 26, 1979, vhich relates to the
sale of certain real property, more carronly referred to as the "Alta Via"
property.
Line 17 of that Agreement shall be struck and the following shall be
inserted:

"The total purchase price of 488,640.94 Dollars

"

All other terms and conditions of that Agreement, except for these
amended by that Addendum of November 2, 1979, shall renain the same.

Estate.Management and Investment Ccrs.

«

Its:

s

' I £<- *CLA.lSu.&

FMA Leasing Carpar.y

By:
Its:

EXHIBIT

DAVID F .

KLCMP

FEB 2.' 1531

MAR'SDEN, ORTON & LILJENQU15T
ATTORNEYS FOR

PLAINTIFF

6 3 fOUTH MAIN, FJFTH FLOOR
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84101
TELEPHONE: ( 8 0 1 ) 521-3SOO

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT CO'JRT OF
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

FMA LEASING COMPANY,
Plaintiff,
STIPULATION
DALE H. .MORGAN; UTAH TITLE AND
ATTRACT COMPANY; THOMAS F.
HSRR and KAREN N. KERR;
FOUR SEASONS DEVELOPMENT, INC.;
THE LAND GROUP ENGINEERING,
INC.; ENGINEERING CONSORTIUM;
JOHN DOE I; JOHN DOE II;
and JOHN DOE III,

Civil No. C79-4599

Defendants.

COME NOVJ FMA Leasing Company, hereinafter "FMA," by and
through its attorney, David F. Klomp; Thomas V.

Herr and Karen N.

Hcrr, hereinafter "Herrs," by and through their attorney, Glen E.
2avies; '.'cah Title & Abstract Company, hereinafter "Utah Title,''

Development, hereinafter "Four Seasons," by and through its
attorney, Neil R. Oabin; and the Land Group Engineering, l i e ,
hereinafter "Land Group," by and Lhroujh its.: attorney, font ?•..
Ka:.*ing; aid stipulate and agree as follows:
I.

This action involves a foreclosure of a Trust Deed on

certain r?al properly situate in Salt Le.he County, State of Utah,
ar.r oor.auc'ily kiio.v'n as the Aita Via Pio^erty, and ;aoro particular!;.
vl--e.ceibcd in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated n e r e m
bv roforurcc.

2.

FMA has an interest in said property by virtue of a

Trust Deed in the principal amount of ?304,500.00 dated the 8th
day of March, 1978 and recorded March 20, 1978 as Entry No. 3079916
Book 4G41, Pago 353.

Said Trust Deed was executed by Dale II.

Morgan and named FMA as beneficiary.
3.

FMA also has an interest in the property by virtue of

a Quit-Claim Deed dated the 5th day of June, 1973, executed by
Dale II. Morgan as grantor and naming FMA as grantee.

Said Quit-

Claim Deed was recorded June 14, 1973 as Entry No. 3122936, 3ook
4639, Page 604.
4.

Ilerrs claim an interest in the property by virtue of a

Trust Deed executed by Four Seasons Development, Inc., as Trustor,
and naming Utah Title as trustee and Herrs as beneficiaries.
Said Deed of Trust is in the principal amount of $100,000.00,
was dated March 3, 1978, ans was recorded March 20, 1978 as
Entry No. 3079917, Book 4641, Page 357.
5.

Four Seasons claims an interest in the property by

virtue of a Trust Deed executed by Dale H. Morgan as Trustor and
naming Utah Title as trustee and Four Seasons as beneficiary.
Said Trust Deed is dated the 8th day of March, 13 73 and was
recorded March 2C , 1978 as Entry Uo. 3079918, Book 4641, Pace 360.
6.

Land Group claims an interest in the property by

virtue of ^ Notice of Lien in the ar.icunc of $6,123.97.
.. . :\c<

:• wx*''L L- Lor

The

,

.igi.»c-.!ri.vj, jl;cl.i^:: '.a-";., an*. 1J::J

planning services rendered in connection with the development of
the property, which work commenced May 3, 19 78 and concluded
/una 14, 1973.

Trie Ncti-je of Lien was recorded JuJ y 5, 197S ac

I.ntry No. 3134241, L'ook 4702, Page C25.
7.

Land Group may also claim an interest in the property

by virtue of a second Notice of Lien in the :*neurit of $1,500.00.
id id Notice of Lien was filed in connection with deiinqurncy
O'I.U-VJVJ ii.rurred by non-payment, of services.

It was recorded

Njver.l.c- 1*7, 1973 as fin try Mo. 3202300, Doo.'c 4777, Page 626.

0.

Utah TiLle claims no interest in the real property.

9.

FMA has received an offer to purchase the property for

the sum of $480,000.00.

This purchase price represents the fair

niarkoc value of the property.

The parties agree that FMA may

sell the property for that price.
10.

The order of priorities of the various parties1

interests is as follows:
(a)

FMA has a first security position en its Trust

Deed for the principal amount thereof together with interest
attorney fees, and expenditures made on the property to
protect its security.
(b)

Ilerrs have a second security position on their

Trust Deed for the principal amount thereof together with
interest and attorney fees.
(c)

Tour Seasons has a third security position on

its Trust Deed for the principal thereof together with
interest and attorney fees.
(d)

Land Group has a fourth security position on its

Notices of Lien.
11.

The proceeds from the proposed sale shall be distribute

as follows:
(a)

All costs and expenses incurred in connecticn with

the transfer shall be paid first.
vLi)

i:\. t:h.ii!. l.»c:i Le paii Lne sum or y'-i4i, 3 ii . c <•'.

computed as follcws:
Principal
Interest (to 9/3/80)

106,57<i.39

Improvement is

2l,9f>7 .'15

Attorney foes

8 ,500 .00

TOTAL
(c)

$304,500.00

$4 11,541.84

The balance shall be paid to Herrs in partial pay-

ment of their Trurt Deed.

1

12.

The property shall be sold free and clear of all claims

2

by the parties and shall not be subject to any rights of redemp-

3

tion which any of the parties may have.

4

DATIJD this

2 3

day of //C<fi/&4*\

5

19 80.

MARSDEN, ORTOH & LILJENQUIST

C

By / ^ / / x W ^

7

David F. Xlofcp N /
Attorney for FMA Leasing Co.

3
9
10

WATKISS & CAMPBELL

11
12

By.

/ y.C\j^.

(

>L

''CLQJIA*

Glen E. Davies"
Attorneys for Thomas i7. H e n
and Karen N. Kerr

13
14

13
STRINCHAM, LARS^I< MAZURAN e/SABIN

IT

^7/ '

IS19

N^il £ a b m
Attorney for Four Seasons
Development, Inc.

20
21
• >o

COHNS, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL

2:$

Richard A. Rappaport //
Attorney for Utdh *ri£le & Abstract
Co.

•>f?

GUSTI.\\ ADA::S, KASTIMG & LTAPPIS

23
29

By

80
:jl

3:J •

Kent M . ?'»"t s t x ng
A t t o r n e y f o r The LaiVi C r o u p ,

STATE O f UTAH
) c,
COUNTY OF M L T U \ K £ ) ' ~ *
I. THc UNOer.CICMNSD. CLCO*x Or T H - fcSSTTVCr
C > » . - T 0 = SALT U X c Cr.'JMTv. U I A H . Q Q KtScBY
CZT.'ixFf 7H\T THE Afi.'iHXcO ANO FO.-CCO::*} IS
A r«"UC A.NO FULL C\3?tf O f * N O ^ o ' N ^ L C O O
KICK r ON' f u.2 IN PY OKncs AS SUCH CLT.R>.
WirN*S"i WY HANG A f O ?cAL GF ^ ' - ^ ; \ .
?/

. , 4 J TH«3 £*U

OAY Or ZZELLLI
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\ U ?*f
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Inc,

PARCEL I:
BEGINNING on the South line of the South fork of
Little Cottonwood Road on the West line of Section
12, Township 3 South, Range 1 Hast, Salt Lake Base s
Meridian, said point being 4 23 feet, more or less,
South from the West quarter of said Section, and
running thence South along said West line 897 feet,
more or less to South line of the Northwest quarter
of the Southwest quarter; thence East along said
South line 1160 feet, more or less, to the West
line of Albert Van Woerden property; thence North
along said West line 1210 feet, rr.ore or less, to
the South line of Little Cottonwood Road; thence
Westerly along said South line 110 feet, more or
less; thence South 03°04* East 417.42 feet; thence
South 35°47" West 417.42 feet; thence North 87°53f
West 164.94 feet; thence North 6Q°2Qt16u West 109.04
feet; thence North 53°13,18" West 144.21 feet;
thence North 6S°15,14" West 187.9 7 feer; thence
Northeasterly along Westerly line of Joseph F.
Sturdy property to the South line of Little Cottcnweed road; thence Southwesterly along said South
line of road to the point of BEGINNING.
PARCEL II;
BZGZXXIXG at

a paint

151.46

feet South, 1162.3

feet

East and North ZS°A1% East 178.If. feet fron the
West quarter corner of Section 12, Township 3 South,
Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, said point
being on the South line of Little Cottonwood Road
and the East line of Albert Van Wo2rden property;
and running thence Easterly along the Southline of
said road 100 feet, nore or lees, to the x:est line
of W. Douglas Shcwir.aker property; thence South along
said West line 1200 feet, more or less, to the Southline of Grantor's property; thence West 100 feet, more
or less, to a point due South of the point ot beginning; thence North 1190.9 feet more or less, to the
point of BEGINNING.
PARCEL III;
BEGINNING 151.93 feet South, and 1153.94 ie^t Snst
;:")"» ch*. WVJSC qi.'.rco- corner o5 Cecils;; \ l , T;%,.:.iship 3 Soutn, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base L Meridian
and running thence along the Southerly line of Little
Cottonwood Road North S5°47l East 1S4~53 feet, thence
South 1190.90 feet, thence North 89°35'I5" West 134.04
feet, thence North 1176.06 feet to the point of
L£GINNING.

PARCEL IV:
BEGIir.riNG at a point which is South 53°27'30" East
363.05 feet and North 85°47l East 337,90 feet from
che '.Test quarter corner of Section 12, Township 3
South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base & Meridian", and
running thence tlorth 85°47' East 417.42 feet; thence
South 3°04' West 417.42 feet; thence South 25°47l
West 417.4 2 feet; thence North 3°04f West 417.42
feet to the point of BEGINNING.
Subject to the following:
1.

Any and all taxes of any nature.

2.

Any charges and assessments of the Salt Lake
County Cottonwood Sanitary District within
which the property is included.

3.

Any charges and assessments of Salt Lake Countv
Special District No. 1.

4.

The right of Salt Lake County to reassess the
Tax Assessment .on said property in accordance
with Sections 59-5-36 to 105, Utah Code Annotated,.
1953, as disclosed by that certain Annual Application for Assessment and Taxation of Agricultural
Land 19 69 Farmland Assessment Act dated October 15,
1975 and recorded October 15, 1975 as Entry No.
2751362 in Book 3993 at page 254 of Official
Pvecords.

5.

Any and all utility or irrigation easements including the following:
a.

An Easement in favor of Utah Power and Light
Company dated Hay 19, 19 61 and recorded
August 9, 1961 as Entry No. 1793162, Book
1329, page 458.

b.

An Easement in favor of Utah Power s Light
Company dated August 7, 19 6 2 and recorded as
Entry No. 1873407, Book 1930, page 436.

c.

An Easement in favor of the South DeSpain
Ditch Company and/or the Utah Wacer and
Power Board dated July 1, 1953 and recorded
Dfsc-mbsr 13, 13CO as Entry No. 1916010,

iiLyr*^
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ASSIGNMENT OF DEED OF TRUST
AND
m ? S T DE21)
TRUST DEED NOTE
NOTE
(For
Security)
(TOT Security

a*

*£
|£^j

THIS AGREEMENT made in the City o* Salt Lake, State of Utah, on the
10th day of February, 1*81, by and between 4-Seasons Development, Inc.
hereinafter referred to as the Assignors; and The Citizens Bank, and
herinafter referred to as the Assignees,
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, under date of March 8, 1978, 4-Seasons Development, Inc.,
Benficiary, entered into a Trust Deed Note and Deed of Trust with Dale
Morgan .as Trustor, which Trust Deed Note and Deed of Trust is delivered
herewith concerning property being in the county of Salt Lake, State of
Utah, and more particularly described as follows:
See Attached Exhibit "A"
to which agreement in writing, reference is hereby made for all of the
terms, conditions and Provisions thereof, and
TJ
HEREAS, the Assignees desire to acouire from the Assignors all of
the right, title and interest o* the Assignors in and to the said written
agreements.
NOW, THEREFORE, it is hereby mutually agreed as follows:
1. That the Assignors in consideration of the Payment of Ten Dollars and
other good and valuable consideration, the receiot o* which is hereby
acknowledged, assign to the Assiroees, all their" right, title and interest
in and to the aforesaid Deed o* Trust and Trust Deed Note of March 8, 1^78,
concerning the above described property.
2. That to induce the Assignees to pay the said sua of money and to accent
the said contract, the Assignors hereby represent to the Assignees as follows:
a.

That the Trust Deed Note is now in full force and e^ect and
that the unpaid balance of said Note is $42,000, with interest
owing ^rom March 8, 1^78 at 87,.

b.

That said Deed of Trust and Trust Deed Note are assignable.

THIS ASSIGNMENT is given for the nuroose of securing payment o* the
indebtedness evidenced by a Promissory Note of even date herewith, in the
Drincisal sum of $42,000 made by the Assignor, payable to the order of the
Assignee at the times in the manner and with interest as therein set forth.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto-set their hands
and seal the dav and year first above written. ,
/
4-Sfeascfrs Development, I n c .

THE CITIZENS BANK
„/f,f

(ASSIGNEE)
f~

TS21-S0

JdCfy^
7

^uT^tZZ^^

§
&

Page 2,
Assignment of Deed of Trust
4-Seasons Deveopment Inc.

PARCEL 1

^
x

^
^
3
^.

'tohlbit"*"

BEGINNING on the South line of Che South fork of Little Cottonwood Road
on the West line of Section 12, Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt
Lake Base and Meridian, said point being 423 feet, more or less, South
from the West quarter of said section, and running thence South along
•aid West line 897 feet, more or less, to South line of the Northwest
quarter of the Southwest quarter, thence East along said South line 1160
feet, aore or less, to the West line of Albert Van Woordcn property;
thence North along said West line 1210 feet* more or less, to the South
line of Little Cottonwood Road; thence Westerly along said South line
110 feet, more or less, thence South 03*04* East 417.42 feet, thence
South 85*47' West 4J7.42 feet, thence North 87 # 53' West 164.94 feet;
thence North 60*30'16" West 109.04 feet; thence North 58*33'I8" West
144.21 feet; thence North 66*15*14" West 187.97 feet; thence Northeasterly
miong Westerly line of Joseph F. Sturdy property to the South line of
Little Cottonwood Road; thence Southwesterly along said South line of
road to the point of BEGINNING.
PARCEL 2

4

^
^.

BEGINNING at a point 151.46 feet South, 1162.3 feet East and North
85*47' East 178.14 feet from the West quarter corner of Section 12,
Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base And Meridian, said point
being on the South line of Little Cottonwood Road and the East line of
Albert Van Wocrden property; and running thence Easterly along the South
line of said road 100 feet, more* or less, to the West line of W. Douglas
Shoemaker property; thence South along said West line 1200 fo*t, more or
less, to the South line of Grantor's property; thence West 100 feet, more
or less, to a point due South of the point of beginning, tlience North
1190.9 feet, more or less, to the point of BEGINNING.
PARCEL 3

^
N>^
>
\

BEGINNING 151.93 feet South, and 1153.94 feet Knst from the West quarter
corner of Section 12, Township 3 South, Rnn&e 1 East, Salt Lake Base and
Meridian and running thenCe along the Southerly line of Little Cottonwood
Road North 85*47' East 184.53 feet; thence South 1190.90 feet, thence
North 89*36*15" West 184.04 feet, thence North 1176.06 feet to the point
of BEGINNING.
PARCEL 4
BECINNINC at a point which is South 53*37*30" East 363.05 feet and North
85*47' East 337.90 feet from the West quarter corner of Section 12,
Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Bjse and Meridian, and running
thence North 85*47' East 417.42 feet; thence South 3*04' East 417.42
feet; thence South 85*47' West 417.42 feet; thence North 3*04' West
417.42 feet to the point oT BEGINNING.

(

^- .SUBJECT to a Right of Way over ami acron* tlie following:
I BEGINNINC at a point which LK South 53*3/'3U" East 363.05 feet and North
^ I 85*47* East 337.90 feet ami South 3*04' En«t 196.21 fret from the West
^ J quarter corner of Section 12, Township 3 South, Range 1 East,, Salt Lake
x
Base and Meridian, and running thence North 8S*47' East 392.42 feet;
thence North 3*04* West 194.1H feet, theme North 85*47' East 25.0 feet;
I thence South 3*04' E.i«t 221.21 fe»«t, thenci- Smith 8'j#47' West 417.42
\feet; thence North 3*04' West 25.0 I rot to the point of MCGINNING.

Oi
JO
_
j£
£1
H*
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Page 2,
Assignment of Deed of Trust
4-Seasons Deveopment Inc.

On the 10th day of February, A.D. 1981, personally appeared before
me Ken Baster, who being be me duly sworn, says that he is the
President of 4-Seasons Development Inc. the corporation that executed
the above and foregoing instrument and that said instrument was
signed in behalf of said corporation by authority of its by-laws (or
by authority of a resolution of its board of directors) and said
Prefic^ent acknowledged to me that said corporation executed the same.

^Y#W,/.-. lj?j.'
My > C ^ i f a*&*xpires:

Notary Public
febi^T^^35Stuw

On the 10th day of February , A.D.1981, personally appeared before me
Phillip W Johnson, who beingby meduly sworn, says that he is the
Vice President, Manager of The Citizens Bank, the corporation that
executed the above and foregoing instrument and that said instrument
was signed in behalf of said corporation by authority of its by-laws
(or ^by authori^jy of a resolution of its board of directors) and said
Vice 'Xfebidete,
J^anager acknowledged to me that said corporation executed

W/i,

\\/> //
r

* . ....•••**
My Commission Expires:

Notary Public
KSSiVUT- W E T J3SM3. UT«T
*Y CMMttffliSTJSL IKH4
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EXHIBIT
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//

KLOMP

NiARSDEN, ORTON & L1LJENOUIST
ATTORNEYS FOR

PLAINTIFF

G8 SOUTH MAIN, FIFTH FLOOR
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84IO!
TELEPHONE: (801) 521-3300

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

FMA LEASING COMPANY,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ORDER
DALE H. MORGAN; UTAH TITLE AND
ABSTRACT COMPANY; THOMAS F.
HERR and KAREN N. HERR;
FOUR SEASONS DEVELOPMENT, INC.;
THE LAND GROUP ENGINEERING,
INC.; ENGINEERING CONSORTIUM;
JOHN DOE I; JOHN DOE II;
and JOHN DOE III,

Civil No. C79-4599

Defendants.

Based upon the Stipulation of the parties and good cause
appearing therefor,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
1.

That the Property coro^only knoT./<i JJ u.he Alta Via Pro-

perty situate in Salt Lake County, State of Utah, more fully described in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein by
reference, be sold by FMA Leasing Company for the sum of
$480,000.00.
2.

That the proceods from the sale be distributed as

Collows:
(a)

That the costs and expenses incurred in connection

with the sale be p^id first from the proceeds.
(b)

That the Trust Deed in favor of FMA together with

all c o s U and expenses necessarily incurred be paid.

1

The amount to be paid theteon is $441,541«84 „

2

(c)

3

Ilerr.

i

3.

That the remainder be paid to Thomas and Karen N.

That the sale of the property shall be free and clear

5 j

of any lien or claim by the parties and shall be free of any

6

right of redemption by the parties.

7
8

4.

That upon dispersal of the funds as provided herein,

that this matter may be dismissed.

9

DATED this

i/l

day of

10

~7<'<t'L'

, 19 80.

BY THE COURT:

11

•i

By-X

•*-'

Judge

13 1
14
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:c>
17

(2
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STATE OF UTAH x ^ . «.) ' '// >
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) ^
'/^
I. THE UNDER3IGNED, CLER< OFTHE H T T
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20
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PARCEL I:
BEGINNING on the South line of the South fork of
little Cottonwood Road on the West line of Section
12, Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base &
Meridian, said point being 423 feet, more or less,
South from the West quarter of said Section, and
running thence South along said West line 897 feet,
more or less to South line of the Northwest quarter
of the Southwest quarter; thence East along said
South line 1160 feet, more or less, to the West
line of Albert Van Woerden property; thence North
along said West line 1210 feet, more or less, to
the South line of Little Cottonwood Road; thence
Westerly along said South line 110 feet, more or
less; thence South 03°04' East 417.42 feet; thence
South 85°47" West 417.42 feet; thence North 87°53'
West 164.94 feet; thence North 60°30,16" West 109,04
feet; thence North 58°13,18M West 144.21 feet;
thence North 6 6°15f14M West 187.97 feet; thence
Northeasterly along Westerly line of Joseph F.
Sturdy property to the South line of Little Cottonwood road; thence Southwesterly along said South
line of road to the point of BEGINNING.
PARCEL II:
BEGINNING at a point 151.46 feet South, 1162.3 feet
East and North 85 0 47 l East 178.15 feet from the
West quarter corner of Section 12, Township 3 South,
Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, said point
being on the South line of Little Cottonwood Road
and the East line of Albert Van Woerden property;
and running thence Easterly along the Southline of
said road 100 feet, more or less, to the West line
of W. Douglas Shewmaker property; thence South along
said West line 1200 feet, more or less, to the Southline of Grantor's property; thence West 100 feet, more
or less, to a point due South of the point of beginning; thence North 1190.9 feet more or less, to the
point of BEGINNING.
PARCEL III;
BEGINNING 151.93 feet South, and 1153.94 feet H-st
:Vo'ri the W*i*t quarter corr.or of Seccxon 12, Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base & Meridian
and running thence along the Southerly line of Little
Cottonwood Road North 85°47' East 184.53 feet, thence
South 1190.90 feet, thence North 89°3G,15" West 134.04
toet, thence North 1176.06 feet to the point of
BEGINNING.

PARCEL IV:
BEGINNING at a point which is South 53°37 , 30 w East
363.05 feet and North SS0*!1 East 337.90 feet from
the West quarter corner of Section 12, Township 3
South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base & Meridian, and
running thence North 85°47' East 417.42 feet; thence
South 3°04' West 417.42 feet; thence South 85°47l
West 417.42 feet; thence North 3°04' West 417.42
feet to the point of BEGINNING.
Subject to the following:
1.

Any and all taxes of any nature.

2.

Any charges and assessments of the Salt Lake
County Cottonwood Sanitary District within
which the property is included.

3.

Any charges and assessments of Salt Lake County
Special District No. 1»

4.

The right of Salt Lake County to reassess the
Tax Assessment on said property in accordance
with Sections 59-5-86 to 105, Utah Code Annotated,
1953, as disclosed by that certain Annual Application for Assessment and Taxation of Agricultural
Land 1969 Farmland Assessment Act dated October lb,
1975 and recorded October 15 ,j 1975 as Entry No.
2751362 in Book 3998 at page 254 of Official
Records.

5.

Any and all utility or irrigation easements including the following:
a.

An Easement in favor of Utah Power and Light
Company dated May 19» 1961 and recorded
August 9, 1961 as Entry No. 1793162, Book
1829, page 458.

b.

An Easement in favor of Utah Power & Light
Company dated August 7, 19 62 and recorded as
Entry No. 1878407, Book 1980, page 436.

c.

An Easement in favor of the South Despain
Ditch Company and/or the Utah Water and
Power Board dated July 1, 3 963 and recorded
December 13, 1963 as EnLry }fo. 1 9 O J 0 10,
Book 2133, page 253.
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I:

BEGINNING on the South line of the South f o r k of L i t t l e
Cottonwood Road on the West line of Section 1 2 ,
Township 3 S o u t h , Range 1 E a s t , Salt Lake Base &
M e r i d i a n , said point being 423 feet, nore or l e s s ,
South fron the Uest quarter of said Section, and
running thence South along said Uest line 8 9 7 f e e t ,
mora or less to South line of the Northwest q u a r t e r of
the Southwest q u a r t e r ; thence E»ist along said South
line 1160 f e e t , nore or l e s s , to the West line of
Albert Van Woerden p r o p e r t y ; thence North along said
West line 1210 f e e t , nore or less, to the South line of
Little Cottonwood R o a d ; thence Westerly along said
South line 110 f e e t , more or less; thence South 0 3 > 0 4 '
East 4 1 7 . 4 2 f e e t ; thence South 8 5 * 4 ? " West 4 1 7 . 4 2 f e e t ;
thence North 8 7 * 5 3 ' Uest 164.94 f e e t ; thence North
6 0 * 3 0 * 1 6 " Weot 1 0 9 . 0 4 f e e t ; thence North 5 8 * 1 3 ' 1 8 " U e s t
144.21 f e e t ; thence North 6 6 * 1 5 ' 1 4 " West 1 8 7 . 9 7 f e e t ;
thence N o r t h e a s t e r l y along Westerly line of Joseph F.
Sturdy property to the South line of Little C o t t o n w o o d
r o a d ; thence Southwesterly along said South line of
road to the point of BEGINNING.
PARCEL I I :
B E G I N N I N G at a point 151.46 feet South, 1 1 6 2 . 3 feet
East and North 8 5 x 4 7 * East 178.15 feet from the Uest
quarter corner of Section 1 2 , Township 3 S o u t h , R a n g e 1
East, Silt Lake Base and Meridian, said point being on
the So '. th line of Little r.u t fonwood Pond and tr e Fnjt
line of U b e r t Van Woerden property; and running, thence
Ea&tcrly along the Southlini: of said road 100 f e e t ,
more or less, to the Uest line of W. Douglas S h e w n a k e r
p r o p e r l y ; thence South along said West line 1200 f e e t ,
nore or lesr., to the SouthJine of Cr an tor's p r o p e r t y ;
thence Uest 100 f e e t , nore or l e s s , to a point due
South of the point of b e g i n n i n g ; thence North 1 1 9 0 . 9
feet nore or l e s s , to the point of B E G I N N I N G .
PARCEL I I I :
BEGINNING 151-93 feet South, and 1153-94 feet Last frora
the West quarter corner of Section 1 2 , Township 3
S o u t h , Kinge 1 E a s t , Salt Lake Base u Meridian and
r u m i n ; ; thence along the Southerly line of L i t t l e
CotLonwood Road North 8 5 " 4 7 ' East 184-53 f e e t , thence
South 1 1 9 0 - 9 0 f e e t , thence North 8 9 % 3 6 ' 1 5 M West 1 8 4 . 0 4
f e e t , thence North 1176.06 feet to the point of
BIX INNINC-

PARCEL IV;
BEGINNING at a point which is South 53*37'30" East
363.05 feet and North 85 % 47' East 337.90 feet fron the
Uevt quarter corner of Section 12, Township 3 South,
Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base L lieridian, ?nd running
thence North 85 % 47" East 417*42 feet; thence South
3 % 04' We^t 417.42 feet; thence* South S 5 U 7 ' Uest 417-/,2
fret; thence North 3 % 04' tfest 417.42 f?et to the point
of BEGINKINC.
Subject to the following:
1.

Any and all taxes of any nature.

2.

Any charges and assessnents of the Salt Lake County
Cottonwood Sanitary District within which the property
is included.

3-

Any charges and assessnents of Salt Lake County Special
District No- 1

4.

The right of Salt Lake County to reassess the Tax
Assessment on said property in accordance with Sections
59-5-86 to 105, Utah Code Annotated, 1953, as disclosed
by that certain Annual Application for Assessment and
Taxation of Agricultural Land 1969 Farmland Assessment
Act dated October 15, 1975 and recorded October 15, 1975
as Entry No. 2751362 in Book 3998 at pa^e 254 of
Official Records.

5.

Any and all utility or irrigation easements
the following:

including

a*

An Easement in favor of Utah Power and Light Ccnpany
dated Hay 19, 1961 and recorded August 9» 1961 as
Entry No. 1793162, Book 1829, page 458.

b-

An Easenent in favor of Utah Tower & Light Company
dated August 7, 1962 and recorded as Entry No.
1878407, Book 1980, page 436.

c.

An Easement in favor of the South Despain Ditch
Company and/or the Utah Uater and Power Board dated
July 1, 1963 and recorded Decenber 13, 1963 as Entry
No. 1966010, Book 2133, page 253.

The officers who sign this Deed hereby certify that this
Deed and the transfer represented thereby vas duly authorized
under a resolution duly adopted by the bor»rd of directors of the
Grantee at c lawful meeting duly held and accrued

oy a quj;u«:.

IN WITNESS WFEP,E0t, the Crantor has caused its corporate
name r ..*' seal to be hereu-ito affixed by ir<. duly authorised
fficcr> this 2$

day of April, 1981-

Its: £A£o~qr
Attest:
—C

t
—y

Cean Thorpe, Secrctr/ry

\/it-<L- rZ-Z£ i l^.^T"

STATE Or UTAH

)
: ss -

COUETY OF SALT LAKE )
On theZ^
nc,

day of April, 1981, personally appeared

KVfflY R. STEVFSS

before

and GEAN THORPE, who being

by

ne duly sworn did say, each for hinself, that he, the
said
the

TARRY R. STEVFKS

is

Executive Vice President

and she, the said Gean Thorpe, is

the secretary of FMA Leasing Company, and that the within and
foregoing instrument was signed in behalf of said corporation by
authority of a resolution of its board of directors, and
said

tftRRY R. STEVENS

and Gean Thorpe each duly

acknowledged to oe that said corporation executed

the sane, and

that the seal affixed is the seal of said corporation.

Monary Fublic

Residing at ; : S a l t Lake City, Utah

My Connission E x p i r e s :
November 3, 1934

_
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EXHi^i f

a

Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
American Land Title Association Owner's Policy - Form B - 1970 (Amended 10-17-70)
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
A STOCK COMPANY
EXTENDED COVERAGE POLICY

OWNER'S POLICY OF TITLE INSURANCE
SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE EXCEPTIONS CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE B AND
THE PROVISIONS OF THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS HEREOF, FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Nebraska corporation, herein called the Company, insures, as of Date of Policy shown in Schedule
A, against loss or damage, not exceeding the amount of insurance stated in Schedule A, and costs, attorney s* fees and
expenses which the Company may become obligated to pay hereunder, sustained or incurred by the insured by reason

of:
1.

Title to the estate or interest described in Schedule A being vested otnerwise than as stated therein;

2.

A ny defect in or lien or encumbrance on such title;

3.

Lack of a right of access to and from the land; or

4.

Unmarketabillty cfsuch title.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Fidelity National Title Insurance Company has caused this policy to be signed and sealed
by its duty authorized officers as of Date of Policy zhown in Schedule A.
FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY

By.

By
Countersigned:

PohcyNo. 0
fFT-12 75) 6

Authorized Signature

162011

EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE
fhs following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of
this policy
1

Any la AT, ordinance or governmental regulation (including
b' t not limited to budding and zoning ordinances) restricting
or regulating or prohibiting the occupancy, use or enjoyment
c f the land, or regulating the character, dimensions or
location of any improvement now or hereafter erected on the
land, or prohibiting a separat on in ownership or a reduction
in the dimensions or area of the land, or the effect of any
violation of any such law, ordinance or governmental
regulation.

3. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims, or other matters
(a) created, suffered, assumed or agreed to by the insured
claimant, (b) not k n o * n to the Company and not shown by
the public records but known to the insured claimant either
at Date of Pol cy or at the date such claimant acqu red an
estate or interest insured by this policy ard not disclosed in
writing by the insured claimant to the Compan> prior to the
date such nsured claimant became an insured hereunder (c)
resulting m no loss or damage to the insured claimant, (d)
attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy, o ' (c)
resulting in loss or damage which would not hdv? been
sustained if the insured claimant had paid value for the estate
or interest tnsured by this policy

2. Rights of eminent domain or governmental rights of pobce
power unless notice of the exercise of such rights appears in
the public records at Date of Policy

CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS
1. Definition of Terms
The following terms when used in this policy mean:

that such litigation is founded upon an alleged defect, lien,
encumbrance, or o her matter insured jeainst by tins pohc)

(a) "insured** the insured named in Schedule A, and, subject to
any r ghts or defenses the Company may have had against the
named insured, those who succeed to the interest of such insured by
operation of law is distinguished from purchase including, but not
limited to, heirs, distributee*, devisees, survivors, personal
repxesv itatives, next of km, or corporate or fiduciary successors.

(b) The insured shall notify the Company promptly in writing 0 )
in case 4ny action or proceeding is begun or deferse is interposed as
set forth in (a) above, (n) in case knowledge shall c o n e to an
insured hereunder of any claim of title or interest which is adverse
to the title to the estate or interest, as unused, and which might
cause loss or damage for which the Company m3y be liable b> virtue
of this policy, or (ui) if title to the estate o; interest, as tnsured, is
rejected as unmarketable If such prompt notice shall not be given
to the Compiny, then as to such insured all liability of the
Company shall cease and terminate in iz^zid to the matter or
matters for which such prompt notice is required, provided,
however, that fadure to notify shall in no case prejudice the nght*
of any such insured under this policy unless the Company s v ad be
prejudiced by such fa lure and then only to the extent of such
prejudice

(b) 'insured claimant"
hereunder

an insured claiming loss or damage

(c) "knowledge"* actual knowledge, not constructive knowledge
or notice which may be imputed to an insured by reason of any
pabuc records.
(d) "land** the land described, specifically or by reference in
Schedule A, and improvements affixed thereto which by law
constitute real property, provided, however, the term * land * does
not include any property beyond the tines of the area specifically
dcicnb-d or referred to in Schedule A, nor any right, title, interest,
estate or easement in abutting streets, roads, avenues, aUe)S, lanes,
ways or waterways, but nothing herein shall modify or limit the
extent to .vhich a right of access to and from the land is insured b>
this policy
(e) "mortgage** mortgage, deed of trust, trust deed, or other
security ir serurnenL
( 0 "public records" those records which by law impart
constructive notuc of matters relating to said land.
2. Continuation of Insurance after Conveyance of Title
I he coverige of this policy shall continue in force as of Date of
Policy in favor of an insured so long as such insured retains an estate
or interest in the land, or holds an indebtedness secured by a
purchase money mortgage given by a purchaser from such insured,
or so lo g as such insured shall hive liability by reason of covenants
of w u n n t y mads by such insured in any transfer or conveyance of
sieh esLitc or intue'* p ">vid»d, however, this poh<v shall not
*- >r „ii:s in fjree n favor oi any pu ehiier t.-im sueK insured of
eitner said estate or interest or the mdeotednos secured by a
purchase money mortgjj,- given to such insured.
Defense and Prosecution of Actions - Nouc* of Claim to be
pv ti by an Insured Chimint
(j) The Company, at its o,vn cost and without undue delay, shall
p ovidc for the defen c of an insured in all uiigition consistirj, of
actons or proceedings commenced 2^4inst such insured or a
def-n-o interposed i^. J st an insured in an action to enforce a
con -3ct for a sale of th- * state or interest in said land, to the extent

(c) The Company shall have the right at its own co>t to institute
and without undue delay prosecute any action or proceeding o- to
do any other act which in its opinion may be necessarv or desirable
to establish the title to the estate or interest ?s insured, a~d the
Company may take any appropuate acuon under the terms of this
policv, whether or not it shall be liable thereunder, and shall not
thereby concede liabibty or waive any provision of this policy
(d) Whenever the Company shall have brought any act on or
interposed a defense as requred or permitted by the proviv ons of
this policy, the Company may pursue any such litigation to final
determination by a court of compcient jurisdiction and expressly
reserves the nght, in Us sole discretion, to appeal from any adverse
judgment or order
(e) In all cases where this policy permits or requires the
Company to prosecute or provide for the deiense of ary 2ction or
proceeding, the insured hereunder shall secure to the Company the
nfcht to so prosecute or provide defense m such act on or
proceeding, and all appeals therein and p-nnit the Company to use,
at its option, the name cf such tnsured for sjch pu"pose Whenever
r^qu-st^d by the Co n p i n / « ch ins ir*d sh '1 tvj t h e Co-roiry ill
r»a onabi- aid i i arv *ue i . U U D ei t Dv.e»J <"j ti e *-u i$
settlement, securing evidence, obtain ng witnesses, or procreating or
defending such action or proeeedi ig, and the Company snail
reimburse sueh insured for any expense so incurred

3

4 Notice of Loss —Limitation of Action
In addition to the notices required unJc* paragraph 3(b) o f th*se
Conditions and Stipulations, a statement in wr mg of any loss or
damage for which it is claimed the Company is liable under this
poluy shall be furnished to the Company wi'hin 90 da>s after su^h
loss or damage shall have been detenni led .end no ri-,ht of action

SCHEDULE A
Date of Policy
POLICY NUMBER

May 1 1 , 1981 (33:46 p.m.

AMOUNT

0 162011
Case No. 17026

$

1. Name of Insured

516,730.65
Premium $2,278.50

(EXTENDED COVERAGE POLICY)

ALTARIDGE ASSOCIATES
2.

The estate or interest in the (and described herein and which is covered by this Policy is

FEE SIMPLE
3.

The estate or interest referred to herein is at Date of Policy vested in:

ALTARIDGE ASSOCIATES, a Utah General P a r t n e r s h i p
4.

The land referred to in this Policy is described as follows:

PARCEL 1
Beginning on the South line of the South fork of Little Cottonwood Road on the
Wast line of SeGtion 12, Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and
lldridian, said point being 423 feet, more or less, South from the West quarter
of said section, and running thence South along said West line 897 feet, more
or less, to South line of the Northwest quarter of the Southwest quarter;
thence East along said South line 1160 feet, more or less, to the West line of
Albert Van Woerden property; thence North along said West line 1210 feet, more
or less, to the South line of Little Cottonwood Road; thenGe Westerly along
said South line 110 feet, more or less; thence South 03°04f East 417.42 feet;
thence South 85°47' West 417.42 feet; thence North 87°53f West 164.94 jeet;
thence North 60°30 , 16 M West 109.04 feet; thence Narth 5S°33 , 18 M West 144.21
feet; thence North 66015,14,, West 187.97 feet; thence Northeasterly along
Westerly line of Joseph F. Sturdy property to the South line of Little
Cottonwood Road; thence Southwesterly along said South line of road to the
point of beginning.
PARCEL 2
Beginning at a point 151.46 feet South 1162.3 feet East and North 85°47» East
178.14 feet from the West quarter corner of SeGtion 12, Township 3 South, Range
1 Lisc, Salt lake Base and U'eriaiin, said poiut bsinj en Hb.2 3oL.th L i r t of
Little Cottonwood Road and the East line of Albert Van Woerden property; and
running thence Easterly along the South line of said road 100 feet, more or
less, to the West line of W. Douglas Shewmaker property; thence South along
said West line 1200 feet, more or less, to the South line of Grantor's
property; thence West 100 feet, more or less, to a point due South of the point
of beginning; thence North 1190.9 feet, more or less, to the point of
beginning.
(CONTINUED)
This Policy Valid Oni> If Schedule B Is Attached

«r\*^ *

PARCEL 3
— - — i

Beginning 151.93 feet South and 1153.94 feet East from the West quarter corner
of Section 12, Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian and
running thence along the Southerly line of Little Cottonwood Road Worth 85°47*
E*st 184.53 feet, thence South 1190.90 feet, thence North 89 0 36*15" West
lo*».04 feet, thence North 1176.06 feet to the point of beginning.
PARCEL 4
Be^innu'v; at a point which is South 53°37*30" East 363.05 feet and North 85°47*
East 33/.90 feet frora the West quarter corner of Section 12, Township 3 South,
Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and running thence North 85°47* East
417.42 feet; thence South 3°04* East 417.42 feet; thence South 85°47r West
417.42 feet; thence North 3°04* West 417.42 feet to the point of beginning.
SUBJECT TO a right of way over and across the following: Beginning at a point
which is South 53°37*30M East 363.05 feet and North 85°47' East 337.90 feet and
South 3°04* East 196.21 feet from the West quarter corner of Section 12,
Township 3 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and running thence
North 85°47* East 392.42 feet; thence North 3°04* West 194.21 feet; thence
North 85°47* East 25.0 feet; thence South 3°04* East 221*21 feet; thence South
85 0 47* West 417.42 feet; thence North 3°04» West 25.0 feet to the point of
beginning.
All Situate in Salt Lake County, State of Utah.

roacy numuer

,.r

*,leNo

17026

.

SCHEDULED-PART I

This policy does not insure against loss or damage by reason of the following:
1. Taxes for 1981 are accruing as a lien but not yet due and payable. Taxes
for 1980 hav^ been paid. Serial No. 33C1075 (as to Parcel 1) and have been
paid for Serial No* 33C1081-002 (as to Parcel 2) and have been paid for
Serial No. 33C1081-003 (as to Parcel 3) and have been paid for Serial No.
33C1085-001 (as to Parcel 4)
2. Property is located within the boundaries of Salt Lake County Cottonwood
and is subject to assessments and service charges made thereby.
3. Easement dated July 1, 1963, in favor of THE STATE OF UTAH, acting through
the UTAH WATER AND POWER BOARD, for an easement for the full use of the
South Despain Ditch Company's Irrigation distribution system, said easeuent
recorded December 13, 1963, as Entry No. 1966010, Book 2133, Page 253 of
official records. (All Parcels)
4. Pole Line Easement dated May 19, 1961, in favor of UTAH POWER AND LIGHT
COMPANY, for a right of way for the erection and continued maintenance,
repair, alteration and replacement of the electric transmission
distribution and telephone circuits of the Grantee and 2 guy anchors and 2
poles, with the necessary guys, stubs, crossarms and other attachments
thereto, or affixed tnereto, for the support of said circuits, to b»s
erected and maintained upon and across the said propert3', said sasement
recorded August 9, 1961, as Entry No. 1793162, Book 1829, Page 458 of
official records, (as to Parcel 1)
5. Pole Line Easement dated August 7, 1962, in favor of UTAH POWER AND LICTrlT
COMPANY, for a right of way for the ereGtion and continued maintenance,
repair, alteration, and replacement of the electric transmission,
distrubution and telephone circuits of the Grantee and 2 guy anchors and 4
poles, with the necessary guys, stubs, crossarms and other attachments
thereon, or affixed thereto, for the support of said circuits, to be
erected and maintained upon and across the said property, said easement
recorded October 31, 1962, as Entry No. 1878407, Book 1980, Page 436 of
official records, (as to Parcel 3)
6. Trust Deed dated April 28, 1981, executed by ALTA RIDGE ASSOCIATES,
Trustors, in favor of ALTA TITLE COMPANY, Trustee and H0RMAN BROTHER
PARTNERSHIP, Beneficiary, in the amount of $650,000.00, recorded May 11,
1981, as Entry No. 3563406 of official records.

Schedule B of thL policy consists of
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CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS
(CONTINUED)
<r*all accrue to an insured claimant until 30 days after such
statement shall have been furnished I-adure to furnish such
statement of loss Or damage shall terminate any babdtty of the
Company under thu policy as to such los> or damage
5. Options to Pay or Otherwise Settle Claims
The Company shall have the option to pay or otherwise settle
for or in the mme of an insured claimant any claim insured against
or to terminate all liability and obh^Mtions of the Company
hereunder by paying or tendering payment of the amount of
insurance under this policy together with any costs, attorneys* fees
and expenses incurred up to the time of such payment or tender of
payment, by the insured claimant and authorized by the Company
6. Determination and Payment of Loss
(a) The liability of the Company under this pokey shall in no
case exceed the least of
(i) the actual loss of the insured claimant, or
(u) the amount of insurance stated in Schedule A.
(b) The Company will pay, in addition to any loss insured
against by this policy, all costs imposed upon an insured in litigation
carried on by the Company for such insured, and all costs,
2**orneys* fees and expenses in litigation earned on by such irsured
with the written authorization of the Company
(c) When liability has been definitely fixed in accordance with
the conditions of this, policy, the loss or damage shall be payable
within 30 days thereafter.
7. Limitation of Liability
No claim shall a.ise or be maintainable under this policy (a) if
the Company, after having r e c c e d notice of an alleged defect, lien
or encumbrance injured against hereunder, by litigation or
utherwise, removes such defect, hen or encumbrance or establishes
the title, as insured, within a reasonable time after receipt of such
notice, (b) m the event of litigation until there has been a final
determination by a court of competent jurisdiction, and disposition
of all appeals therefrom, adverse to the Mle, as insured, as provided
in paragraph 3 hereof, or (c) for liability voluntarily assumed by an
tnsired in settling any claim or suit without prior written consent of
the Company
8. Reduction of Liability
Atl payments under this policy, except pa>ments made for costs,
attorneys' fees and expenses, shall reduce the amount of the
inst r*ncc pro tanto No p i y m c t shall be made without producing
this pohcy for endorsement of such pa>ment unless the policy be
lost or e'esttoyed, in which cas*. proof of such loss or destruction
shall be furnished to the satisfaction of the Compan>
9. I lability Noncumubtive
It is cxp essty understood that the 2inount of insunnce under
this policy shall be reduced by any amount the Company may pay
under any policy insuring cither (a) a mortgage shown or referred to
in Schedule U hereof which is a hen on t>e estate or interest covered
by this polity, or (b) a mortgage hereafter executed by an insured
s huh is a charge or lien OP the estate cr interest described or
- !«.* - i o in bcl cilu'e \ i d tne amourt o { ml shJl b- <• en ed a
payment under this policy l h e Company sh ill lia*e ihc option to
apply to the payment of any such mortgages any amount that
otherwise would be payable hereunder to the insured owner of the
estate or interest covered by this policy and the amount so paid
shall be deemed a piyrncnt under this poluy to said insured owner
10 Apportionments
If ih" land described in Schedule A consists of two or more
parcels which are not used as a single site, and a loss is established

affecting one or more of said parcels but not all, the loss shall be
computed and settled on a pro rata basis as if the amount of
insurance under this po'icy was divided pro rata as to t K t value on
Dite of Pokey of each separate parcel to the whole, exclusive of any
improvements made subsequent to Date of Policy, unless a liability
or value has otherwise been agreed upon as to each such parcel by
the Company and the insured at the time of the issuance of this
policy and shown by an express statement herein or by an
endorsement attached hereto
11.Subrogation Upon Payment or Settlement
Whenever the Comoany shall have vttled a claim under this
policy, all right of subro^a'ion srull vest in the Company unaffected
by any act of the insured cliimant The Company shall be
subrogated to and be entitled to all rights and remedies which such
insured claimant would have had against any person or property in
respect to such claim had this policy not been issued, and if
requested by the Company, such insured claimant shall transfer to
the Company all rights and remedies against any person or property
necessary in order to perfect such right of subrogation a id shall
permit the Company to use the name of such insured claimant in
any transaction or litigation involving such rights or remedies It the
paymert does not cover the loss of such insured claimant, the
Company shall be subrogated to such rights and remedies in the
proportion which said payment bears to tne amount of said loss If
loss should result from any act of such insured claimant, such act
sha'l not void this policy, but tne Company, in that event, shall be
required to pay only that part of any lo*ses insured agunst
hereunder which shall exceed the amount, if any, lost to the
Company by reason of the impairment of the r ght of subrogation
12.Liability Limited to* this Policy
This instrument together with all endorsements and other
instruments, if any, attached he*CiO by the Company is the entire
policy and contract between the insured and the Company
Any claam of loss or damage, whether or not based on
negligence, and which arises out of the status of the title to the
estate or interest covered hereby or any action assertirg such claim,
shall be restricted to the provisions and conditions and stipulations
of this policy
No amendment of or endorsement to this policy can be made
except by writing endorsed hereon or attached hereto signed by
cither the President, a Vice President, the Secretary, an Assistant
Secretary, or validating officer or authorized signator> of the
Company.
13 Notices, \Nhere Sent
(Provisions relating to notice shall conform to the practice of the
issuing company, the following is shown as an illustration )
All notices required to be given the Company and any statement
in writing required to be furnished the Company shall be addressed
to it at its main office (or the office iss ung such policy).
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD

JUDICIAE^fteCT

IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

ALTA RIDGE ASSOCIATES a n d
FMA LEASING COMPANY,

SPECIAL VERDICT

Plaintiff,

CIVIL NO.

C-82-9240

vs •
CITIZENS BANK a n d KEN BAXTER,
Defendants.

We, the jury, find from a preponderance of the evidence in
this case, the follov/ing answers to the questions propounded to us:
1.

Did Dale Morgan receive consideration from 4-Seasons

for the trust deed note he gave to 4-Seasons?
ANSWER: Yes
2.

y ^

No
v

———————

Was the trust deed note given to 4-Seasons by Dale Morgan

conditioned upon the happening of specific circumstances that did
not occur?
ANSWER: Yes
3.

>/

No

Did FMA intend to merge its March 8, 1978 trust deed

from Dale Morgan when it took the quit-claim deed from Dale Morgan
on June 5, 1978?
ANSWER: Yes *X
4.

No

Did Citizens Bank have notice of FMA's foreclosure

action prior to February 10, 1981, when Citizens Bank

S43

ALTA RIDGE A S S O C , ET AL
V S . CITIZENS BANK, ET AL

gave t h e $42,000.00

loan t o

ANSWER: Yes
The f o r e g o i n g
court

this

3 0

PAGE TWO

SPECIAL VERDICT

4-Seasons?
No

ty^

a n s w e r s a g r e e d t o , s i g n e d and r e t u r n e d

d a y of

j\\s\ c?l\

to

1984.

S4£

SUPREME COURT OF UTAH
STATE OF UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
December 15, 1987
OFFICE OF THE CLERK
Donald J. Winder, Esq.
Kathy A. F. Davis
WINDER & HASLAM
175 West 200 South, Suite 4004
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

Alta Ridge Associates and
FMA Leasing Company,
Plaintiffs and Respondents,
v.
Citizens Bank and Ken Baxter,
Defendants, Appellant
and Cross-Respondent.
FMA Leasing Company,
Third-Party Plaintiff,
v.
Alta Title Company and Fidelity
National Title Insurance Company,
Third-Party Defendants
and Cross-Appellant.

No. 20245

This cause having been designated for decision under Rule
30(d), Rules of the Utah Supreme Court, it is hereby ordered,
adjudged and decreed that the judgment of the trial court herein be
affirmed.

Geoffrey J. Butler, Clerk
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December 2 2 , 1382

S t e v e n E. Clyde, Esq.
Clyde & Praru
77 W e s t 200 S c u u h , #200
S a l t L a k e C i t y , U t a h 84101
Re:

A l t a V i a P r o p e r t y £ Al-a Ridge

Dear S t e v e :
T h i s l a t u a r s h a l l confirm t h e p e r m i s s i o n given by .Mr. Jarr.es
a n d b y you t o i n v o l v e A l t a Ridge A s s o c i a t e s i n t h e c u r r e n t l a w s u i t
i n v o l v i n g t h e A l i a Via p r o p e r t y . P u r s u a n t t o your r e q u e s - , e n c l o s e d
a r e c o p i e s of a i l o f zhe p l e a d i n g s c u r r e n t l y on f i l e en t h i s c a s e .
I t i s c u r u n d e r s t a n d i n g t h a n Parsons $ Crcwuher w i l l r e p r e s e n t
A l t a Ridge A s s o c i a t e s i n t h i s n a t t e r .
Under P a r a g r a p h 3 . of t h e C o n d i t i o n s and S t i p u l a t i o n s of
A l t a R i d g e ' s t i u l e ~ p o l i c y , A l t a T i z i e Company h a s " e l e c t e d t o s u b s - t i t u u e Alta Ridce Associates as the r e a l p a r t y in i n t e r e s t in
t h i s a c t i o n u n d e r Paratgraph 3(e) which s u a t a s :
I n a l l c a s e s where t h i s p o l i c y p e r m i t s or r e q u i r e s
t h e Company [ A l t a T i t l e Company] t o p r o s e c u t e o r p r o v i d e f o r u h e d e f e n s e of any acuion o r p r o c e e d i n g , the
i n s u r e d h e r e u n d e r [ A l t a Ridge A s s o c i a t e s ] s h a l l secure
t o t h e Company t h e r i g h t t o so p r c s e c u u e o r p r o v i d e
d e f e n s e i n s u c h a c u i o n or p r o c e e d i n g , i n a i l appeals
a n d p e r m i t t h e Company t o u s e , a t i ~ s epeicr., t h e name
c f such i n s u r e d f o r such p u r p o s e s . Whenever requested
by r h e Company, such i n s u r e d s h a l l g i v e whe Company a i l
r e a s o n a b l e a i d i n any such acuicn o r p r o c e e d i n g , i n
e f f e c t i n g s a u u l e r e n u , securing evidence, obtaining witn e s s e s , o r p r o s e c u t i n g o r defending such a c t i o n or p r o c e e d i n g , a n d t h e Company s h a l l r e i m b u r s e such i n s u r e d
f o r any axzersa
so i n c u r r e d .
Sincerely,
PARSONS & C?£T*THIR

Vc
Donald J .
GTC:skw

Enclosures
cc:

Mile s. Marsden
3oh Gross
Gary Carlson

Winder

R
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1

MILO S .

2

MARSDEN. ORTON. CAHOON S. ULJENQUIST

3
4

MARSDEN, J R .

ATTORNEYS FOR

FMA

A2086

LEASING

H.D.xonHin^v.c^rd cis, court.
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Deputy Clerk

COMPANY

6 8 SOUTH MAIN. FIFTH FLOOR
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8 4 1 0 1

5

TELEPHONE: [801] 5 2 1 - 3 8 0 0

6
7
8

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

9
10
11

ALTA RIDGE ASSOCIATES and
FMA LEASING COMPANY,
Plaintiffs,

12
13
14
15

vs.

ORDER
Civil NO. C82-9240

CITIZENS BANK and KEN BAXTER,
Defendants.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

FMA LEASING COMPANY,
Third-Party
Plaintiff,
vs.
ALTA TITLE COMPANY and
FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY,
Third-Party
Defendants.

24

0°"

Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure,
this cause came on to be heard on:
(1)

Alta Ridge Associates

Motion for Partial Summary

Judgment on its Cross-Claim against FMA Leasing Company; and
(2)

Fidelity National Insurance Company's Motion for

Summary Judgment seeking summary

judgment in its favor

against FMA Leasing Company on FMA Leasing Company's ThirdParty Complaint against Fidelity National Insurance Company.
The Court having heard argument of legal counsel for Alta
Ridge Associates and Fidelity National Title Insurance Company,
and legal counsel for FMA Leasing Company, and having taken the
matters under advisement to consider the briefs and arguments of
the

parties, and having considered

the Affidavits filed in

connection with the Motions, the pleadings, and having reviewed
the affidavit of David Klomp, and due deliberation having been
had thereon, it is
ORDERED, that Alta Ridge Associates' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment on its Cross-Claim against FMA Leasing Company
under the theories of negligence and indemnification be and
hereby is denied, and it is further
ORDERED, that Alta Ridge Associates' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment on its Cross-Claim against FMA Leasing Company
under the theory of breach of deed warranty is granted on the

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

limited
shown,
Ridge

finding

t h a t damages may be r e c o v e r a b l e ,

if

any a r e

from FMA t o A l t a Ridge for t h e d e f e n s e a s s e r t e d by A l t a
of

Citizens

the

claims

Bank,

asserted

against

Alta

Ridge's

b a s e d upon the warranty o b l i g a t i o n s ,

title

by

and i t

is

further
/

ORDERED, that Fidelity National Title Insurance Company's
/

Motion for Summary Judgment seeking /dismissal of FMA's Third
Party Complaint be and hereby is denied.
DATED this

«<-' day of -August^ 1986.

10
11
12
T/imdthy R. Hanson,
District Court Judge

13
14
Approved as to Form:
15
16
17

Milo S. Marsden, Jr.
Attorney for FMA Leasing Co.

18
Donald J. Winder
Kathy A. F. Davis
|
i
Attorneys for Alta Ridge Associates
20
19

21
22
23
24

0 0>

Donald J . Winder (#3519)
K a t h y A. F . Davis (#4022)
WINDER & HASLAM, P . C .
S u i t e 4000
175 West 200 South
Post Office Box 2668
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110-2668
Telephone: (801) 322-2222

ThirdJudiCia! District

MAR 3 1
SAlTlAKtCCUNTY

t

/

" —'

Attorneys for Alta Ridge
Associates and Third-Party
Defendant Fidelity National
Title Insurance Company
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
ALTA RIDGE ASSOCIATES and
FMA LEASING COMPANY,
Plaintiffs,
O R D E R
•v-

CITIZENS BANK and
KEN BAXTER,
Defendants.
FMA LEASING COMPANY,
Third-Party Plaintiff,
Civil No. C82-9240
Judge Hanson

-vALTA TITLE COMPANY and
FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY,
Third-Party Defendants.

The Motion of Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
("Fidelity") for an award of attorney's fees and the Motion of

OOiSiJS

FMA Leasing Company

("FMA") to reconsider this Courtfs award

of partial summary

judgment came on for hearing before the

Honorable Timothy R. Hanson on the 27th day of October, 1988
at the hour of 9:00 a.m.

Fidelity and Alta Ridge Associates

("Alta Ridge"), Fidelity's insured, were represented by their
counsel Donald J. Winder and Kathy A. F. Davis, FMA was represented by its counsel Stewart M. Hanson, Jr., and Charles P.
Sampson.

Geri Allison appeared on behalf of Moore Leasing

Company.

The Court, having heard the arguments of counsel,

having considered the pleadings which were timely filed in the
matter, having

received

the Stipulation of counsel for FMA

that the fees incurred by Mr. Winder in defending the issues
relating to the assignment of the Four Seasons Trust Deed were
necessary, reasonable and in accordance with the rates customarily

charged

in the community,

and good

cause

appearing

therefor, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
1.

The Motion of FMA to reconsider the partial summary

judgment granted by the Court pursuant to Memorandum Decision
dated July 15, 1986 is hereby denied.
2.

Based upon FMA's breach of the deed warranties in the

Special Warranty Deed FMA delivered to Alta Ridge, Fidelity is
entitled to recover from FMA its attorney's fees in the amount
set forth in the Affidavit of Kathy A. F. Davis dated June 24,
1988 in the amount of $50,022.15 as of April 30, 1988 as damages which have been established by Affidavit and Stipulation

-2-

of counsel for FMA and were incurred in the defense asserted
by Fidelity on behalf of Alta Ridge, of the claims asserted
against Alta Ridge's title by Citizens Bank.
3.

Pursuant to Utah R. Civ. P. , Rule 54(b), this Court

determines

that

expressly

directs

there
that

is no

just

this Order

reason

for

delay

and

be entered as a final

judgment.
DATED this S I

day of

]fy\ fU/lw

, 1989,

thy R. Hanson, Judge

ATTEST
F

" 7"*,~-*S'2.0*j

/
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00112:

1

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF

2

SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

3
4

ALTA RIDGE ASSOCIATES and
FMA LEASING COMPANY,

5

C i v i l No. C82-9240

Plaintiffs,
6
vs.
7
CITIZENS BANK AND KEN BAXTER,
8
Defendants.
9
10

FMA LEASING COMPANY,

11

Third-Party
Plaintiff,

12
vs.
13
14

ALTA TITLE COMPANY and
FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY,

15

0CT2 71988

Third-Party
Defendants.

16
17
18

BE IT REMEMBERED that the above-entitled cause

19

came on regulary for hearing before the Honorable Timothy

20

R. Hanson, a Judge of the Third Judicial District Court

21

of the State of Utah, at Salt Lake City, Salt Lake

22

County, State of Utah on the 27th day of October, 1988,

23

at 9:00 a.m., and that the following proceedings were

24

had.

25

ORIGINAL
BUNNY C. NEUENSCHWANDER, CSR, RPR

Page 1
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A P P E A R A N C E S
FOR ALTA RIDGE ASSOCIATES:
and FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Donald J. Winder
Kathy A. F. Davis
WINDER & HASLAM
Suite 4004
175 West 200 South

Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
FOR FMA:

Stewart M. Hanson, Jr.
Charles P. Sampson
Geri Allison
SUITTER, AXLAND, ARMSTRONG
& HANSON
700 Clark Learning Office
Center
175 South West Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101

Page 2
BUNNY C. NEUENSCHWANDER, CSR, RPR

1

P R O C E E D I N G S

2

October 27, 1988

3

THE COURT:

I understand.

Well, it's time for

4

this thing to come to a rest.

I don't know how to

5

approach this problem with the memorandum decision.

6

I'd follow the advice of my colleagues, I wouldn't find

7

myself in troubles.

8

Court has indicated that they like to know why.

9

attorneys like to, and are entitled to know why, and so

Just not write any.

If

But the Supreme
I think

10

even though it gets me in trouble, I'll continue to do

11

it.

12

Here's what it boils down to.

The long and the

13

short of it is, to the extent that the memorandum

14

decision is not as artfully written, or as clear as it

15

probably ought to be, and I don't intend to offer any

16

excuses for that, I just do the best I can with the

17

resources I have, it requires occasionally to revisit

18

those to determine whether or not the court said what

19

people interpret in different ways.

20

arguments, and as I read through the moving papers, and

21

the attachments last evening, and in an attempt to

22

refresh my recollection as to what transpired on —

23

only during the course of the trial, but all the other

24

motions, and what led up to this memorandum decision I

25

wrote, and why I said what I said, I think while I

As I a hear your

not
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certainly don't have everything clearly in mind as I did
when I wrote this memorandum decision, I think I've
satisfied myself at least that I have things in mind
clear enough so that I recall why I did what I did.
The big problem, I suppose, surrounds this term may.
One, damages that may be recoverable, and secondly
whether or not I was wrong on this breach of warranty and
I ought to change my mind.

Those are the two issues. I

granted partial Summary Judgment in this memorandum
decision.

And in granting partial Summary Judgment, you

either grant partial Summary Judgment or you don't. You
the word may, while it certainly could be interpreted in
the way Mr. Hanson suggests, is not what I had in mind.
What I had in mind was they were entitled to the fees,
entitled to the damages in defending, but Mr. Winder had
to prove it.
affidavit.

In other words, he would have to submit an

There would have to be an evidentiary hearing

as to the amount, reasonableness, necessity of attorneys'
fees, not that I was going to reconsider the question of
legal entitlement, if you will, although that evidence of
course is part of legal entitlement.
But that's the reason I used the word may, and in
reflection I should have used shall. But then Mr. Winder
may have argued that he was entitled to anything he asked
for.

And —

well, I don't think he would have said that,
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1

but some might have.

And obviously that would not be my

2

intention.

3

make out a prima facie case with regard to the amount,

4

and reasonableness, and necessity of attorneys 1 fees,

5

then he's entitled to them under Summary Judgment.

6

Otherwise, I didn't grant Summary Judgment.

7

have any problem stating for the record clearly what I

8

intended when I used the word may, and I don't know that

9

the other option shall would have been anymore concise,

The intention there was if Mr. Winder can

So, I don't

10

or anymore clear as to what the court's intentions were.

11

Because that could have been interpreted wrong too.

12

just a problem with communication, and a word that really

13

doesn't fit.

14

vocabulary, and admittedly I could stand some

15

improvement.

16

It's

Maybe there isn't one, at least not in my

In any event, that solves that problem as far as

17

I'm concerned.

18

was just exactly that.

19

I granted Summary Judgment, and my intent

The next question is, I suppose, and I really take

20

it in the form of a motion to take a look at what I did,

21

and see if I did it wrong before.

22

mind.

23

not so retractable that if I am satisfied that I'm wrong

24

that I won't change my mind just because I've done it.

25

certainly don't have any vanity that would preclude that,

Two things come to

First, I ruled on this thing once, and I hope I'm

I
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1

at least I hope not. If I'm wrong, and it's brought to

2

my attention, I'll change my mind.

3

convinced that I'm not wrong, I guess the Supreme Court

4

will tell me about it. But even taking that —

5

taking that into account, the fact that I've already

6

ruled in this case, and I really don't like motions to

7

reconsider unless there is something new, re-arguing the

8

same thing, which I see occasionally, is distressful.

9

If I'm wrong and I'm

or not

But even putting that aside, what I've heard here

10

today, and what I've read in these matters, I'm still

11

convinced that I was right the first time. And that is

12

there was —

13

warranty obligations. The other issues are still open, I

14

suppose.

15

satisfied the position asserted by Mr. Winder is correct.

16

And so having said that, he's entitled to his attorneys'

17

fees.

18

affidavit based upon the stipulation as to

19

reasonableness, and he's entitled to attorneys' fees in

20

defending that action.

that Summary Judgment was appropriate on the

As far as the warranty is concerned, I'm still

And he's entitled to the amount that's in the

21

So, I'm going to grant the motion in that regard.

22

Mr. Winder, will you prepare an appropriate order that

23

attempts to itemize the things t h a t I've discussed here

24

today so that it's clear from the o r d e r what m y intent

25

w a s in m a k i n g this ruling?
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1
2

M R . WINDER:

I w i l l , Your Honor.

There's the

o n e final m a t t e r , Your H o n o r .

3

M R . HANSON:

B e f o r e w e address that, let m e ask

4

t h e c o u r t t o do two t h i n g s , and m a k e a sua sponte motion

5

w i t h r e g a r d to each one of them.

6

w h a t I p o i n t e d out to b e g i n with.

7

h a v e an o b l i g a t i o n to p a y Alta Ridge's action and through

8

A l t a R i d g e to Fidelity N a t i o n a l , w e still have claims

9

a g a i n s t F i d e l i t y National that are pending in this

Let m e first point out
That i s , if in fact w e

10

action.

T h o s e become p a r t of our damages under those

11

claims.

A n d w h a t I would ask is, first that this court

12

stay any e x e c u t i o n of any judgment or award of attorneys 1

13

fees p e n d i n g the outcome of all of those other matters,

14

b e c a u s e t h e r e are going t o b e setoffs involved if we're

15

correct in o u r v i e w .

16

If t h e court's not disposed to do that, let me

17

a l t e r n a t i v e l y m o v e pursuant to Rule 543 for the court to

18

certify t h i s issue under R u l e 54B, because I think i t f s

19

a n important issue.

20

frankly m a y b e for the v e r y first time before this court,

21

issues t h a t I think really control the governing law in

22

this m a t t e r .

23

t h e issue certified so t h a t w e could have that issue

24

addressed in an action t h a t involves still pending

25

m u l t i p l e c l a i m s w i t h m u l t i p l e parties.

I t h i n k we've raised today, quite

And I think it would be appropriate to h a v e
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THE COURT: What I'd like to do on both of
those, Mr. Hanson is defer making a decision on that, and
give you an opportunity to file a written motion on both
those issues, and give Mr. Winder an opportunity to
respond.

I think they are both significant issues, and

perhaps maybe are well taken.

If they are, I think I

ought to give both sides an opportunity to be heard.
MR. WINDER:

Perhaps just to shorten that, if

Mr. Hanson's client wants to post a bond in the
appropriate amount, I would agree to a stay pending
whatever is going to happen.
MR. HANSON:

I suspect that Mr. Winder knows

that my client is probably good for the amount, and that
no bond is really needed.

If what he's really saying is

that he would stipulate to that, I'd be happy to do that,
and I'm sure he knows my client isn't going to go
anywhere.
MR. WINDER:

Except, Your Honor, for the fact

that I would want to insist upon a bond.

There have been

too many bank failures, and big banks, and I don't know
about Mr. Hanson's client.

If they want a bond for the

amount, I'd stipulate to a stay.
THE COURT: Well, see if you can work that out,
gentlemen.

If you can't —

MR. HANSON:

We'll talk about that.

I'll see
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1

if I can satisfy him with something else.
THE COURT: In any event, let me suggest that

2
3

I'11 certainly consider those upon appropriate written

4

application.

5

MR. HANSON: Thank you, Your Honor.

6

THE COURT: Anything else, Mr. Winder?

7

MR. WINDER:

Yes, Your Honor.

You mentioned a

8

matter.

You mentioned the matter of attorneys' fees. I

9

have a printout of a portion of our bill, which portion

10

relates to the services that were performed on the fifth

11

day of August, which was the day that we were here

12

arguing the matter.

13

the court.

14

terms of converting that to dollars, my hourly rate is

15

$120.00 an hour. Kathy's hourly rate —

16

$90.00 an hour. We have law clerks whose initials are M.

17

L. L., J. J. L., and D. C. T. They are $45.00 an hour.

18

If you take those hourly rates times the hours shown on

19

that date, the mathematics is $1,334.25, and we would

20

request. that the court enter that award under the prior

21

ruling concerning the motion to strike.

To perform the mathematics, Your Honor, in

Ms. Davis' is

THE COURT: Let me see what you're asking for

22

The page you've handed me is page two of a billing

23

here.

24

of 10-24.

25

I have copies for counsel and for

MR. WINDER: That's correct.

The :LO-24 would
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be the billing date.

I wish we were much quicker than we

are.
THE COURT:

So on August 4 —• first entry is

August 4.
MR. WINDER:
over here.

I narrowed in on the day we were

I thought that was the intent to select that

day.
THE COURT: That's right.
MR. WINDER:
otherwise.

It's a little hard to do it

And that's how I've done it. So, I just took

the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh
entries, which are all on that day.

And those are the

ones to which we multiplied those hourly rates, and came
up with $1,334.25.
THE COURT: Why anything after the fifth?
MR. WINDER:

Well, I didn't understand what the

court's ruling was, whether it was a ruling for our
having to come here, and argue that day, or whether it
was a ruling in terms of the work that came after the
fifth to file that brief up until the fifteenth.
THE COURT:

I didn't make myself clear. But

what I did — what I had in mind was, obviously if Mr.
Marsden had of timely filed his papers, then you could
have been prepared, and presumably you would have filed
some type of response though that before the hearing.
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1

S o , I t h i n k w h a t you're entitled to is t h e time that y o u

2

l o s t in c o m i n g over that d a y , and g o i n g through w h a t e v e r

3

w e h a d t o g o through that d a y t h a t w a s lost that y o u h a d

4

t o r e - a r g u e again today.

5

N o w , t h e fact that y o u did further legal research,

6

a n d s u p p l e m e n t a l memoranda, I suspect y o u would have d o n e

7

h a d y o u h a d it sufficiently in a d v a n c e under the A u g u s t 5

3

hearing.

9

M R . WINDER:

10

day.

11

court's ruling.

That's w h y I limited it to that

Y e s , Y o u r Honor, I u n d e r s t o o d t h a t to b e the

12 I

T H E COURT:

S o , I h a v e six h o u r s on the fifth

13

t o p r e p a r e for hearing.

Y o u h a v e an h o u r and a half for

14

t h e h e a r i n g itself, and on t h e fifth there is

15

this business?

—

what's

File review, p l e a d i n g s and storage?

16

M R . WINDER:

17

m a t t e r w a s concluded.

18

storage.

19

arguments that we thought had been dealt with two years

20

earlier.

21

sent a law clerk to do that.

22
23
24
25

W e t h o u g h t , Y o u r Honor, that t h e
W e sent v a r i o u s of the files to

W e g o t M r . Marsden's m e m o r a n d a raising the

We had to go find all of the files.

T H E COURT:
the hearing.

And we

That w a s in t h e morning prior t o

T h i s hearing w a s in t h e a f t e r n o o n .

MR. WINDER:

It was at eleven o'clock, and I

can't say, Your Honor, that all of that time —

well, I
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can't tell, Your Honor, that all of that time was in the
morning before the hearing, because the matter would have
continued because of our supplemental memoranda that we
were going to file. If it causes the court a problem,
I'd rather just knock it out, and delete it.
THE COURT: Well, I want to give you what
you're entitled to, but I want to make sure that the
matters we're concerned with are those that you actually
lost by coming over that day.
MR. WINDER: Right, and I couldn't say, Your
Honor, that all of that had to do with just the hearing,
and not subsequent things. I'd rather just strike it,
Your Honor.
MR. HANSON: Your Honor, we'll stipulcite
clearly that the time that he reflects for attending the
court hearing, he's clearly entitled to. I've got the
same question that the court made about the others, and
that is it's just not clearly idendified enough that I
can stipulate to that, you know, when the hearing is at
eleven o'clock in the morning.
THE COURT: Well, let's see here.
MR. HANSON: And particularly in light of the
fact that everything he reflects there, those are things
that he would have done even in preparation for the
subsequent hearing. He had to do those anyway.
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1

THE COURT: Well, but the time coming over for

2

the hearing, the hour and a half is certainly legitimate,

3

but the thing I'm concerned about is that I would like to

4

think that we could prepare once for those things, and

5

have them continued for three months, and be right back

6

where we were, but we all know different from that.

7

That's one reason I hate to bump cases, because it costs

8

so much money for people to prepare.

9

I think you're entitled to the entries on 8-5, Mr.

0

Winder, the six hours in preparation, because I'm

1

satisfied that if not all, at least a significant amount

2

of that had to be re-done because of the delay occasioned

-3

by Mr. Marsden's late filing of his papers. And also

14

you're entitled to the time you were here, seven and a

15

half hours, a hundred twenty an hour.

16

comes out to be. Looks like $900.00. That will be the

17

attorneys' fees.

Whatever that

18

MR. WINDER:

Thank you, Your Honor.

19

MR. HANSON: May I request when Mr. Winder

20

prepares that that he prepare that as a separate document

21

from the other document that he's going to prepare?

22

THE COURT: I assume you'll do that.

23

MR. WINDER:

24

THE COURT: All right.

25

Of course.
Thank you, gentlemen.

We'll be in recess.
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